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THE BG NEWS

ESTABLISHED 1920
A daily independent student press serving
the campus and surrounding community

Wednesday
November 29.2006

LOOKING AT ART THROUGH GLASS

Area video
game shop
closes doors

Volume 101, Issue 65

...co-

Auditioning
for future
teaching spots

By Heidi Grieur

Slow area districts
require applicants

Coach focuses on

(In Nov. 14 a simple good-bye
note suddenly appeared on
the door ol 2play, a popular
Main Street business. 2play
has served Bowling (.reen
residents since2002 as a video
game store and arcade.
Mark Cullison, owner
of 2play since last March,
declined to comment on
the specific reasons why
the Store closed overnight
because of an impending
legal battle in which Cullison
and CO-OWneTi Aaron "Quik"
A/unis, will be plaintiffs,
Cullison said, "there were
some unexpected issues that
came up, issues at the point
the business was bought"
These issues alone have led
to the dosing of 2play. but
cullison said that even if they
gel resolved in court. 2play is
gone for good.
"Idon't see it as feasible thai
I would want to do it lopen a
gaming siorej again because
Hi. has way too many stores,"
he said.
I he building that housed
2plaj
was rented
from
Newlove inc. and i- ahead]
back on the market.
2pla\ was known lor its
arcade and used videogames,
and when they opened in
2002, there was only one
other Store that also ottered
used video games, the C&R
entertainment exchange.
tony Nagel. a manager
ot the C&R entertainment
exchange explained how the

next season by trying

competition has changed.

to perform practice
lessons | Page 3

Going Greek
increases in
popularity
Students get involved
with ethnic toots
through greek life
|Page 5

Be mindful of
others when
living in dorms
Music, screaming,
druken scenes. What
happened to dorm
etiquete71 Page 4

Being able to
go the distance
in football
Past football players
take the chance and
find success in the
NFL | Page 8

Looking into
the future of
BG football

I he gaming scene has
got tremendous from two
\ears ago and because of
the amount of stores it's
broadened the gaming,"
Nagel said
Now Howling Green is
home to five gaming stores:

to move on from this
.: | Page 8

New I rentiers, ( &R entertainment exchange, i ,x(
i ideo games, t lament Lounge
and riie Potbelly Gremlin.
I ach oilers unique products
like card-based games, collecrible miniatures or computer networking games.
\le\ Milled, owner ol
the Gamer's lounge, one ol
the newel siores in town.

Exams bring
odd behaviors

describes the competitive
edge to the scene. He says
customers are verj loyal to
their sioies and when the situation between the stores was

From not getting
sleep to writing three
papers in a night,
students become
weird during finals

iRDAN FLOWER

GLASS CLASS: Joel ODomio (left), the acting head of the gla» department, works on a weekly senior projt

See GAMES | Page 2

then assigns a section of it to someone else in the class

week | Page 5

Quit lying to
the children
Children's books not
real to todays culture
with misleading
topics and ideas
| Page 5

Bush disagrees with idea
that Iraq is now civil war
By Tom Raum
The Associated Press

Who is the hardest
person to buy a gift
for?

ANTHONY TOZZI.
Junior. Electronic and
Computer [ethnology
"My dad. What do
you get the man who
has everything?"
| Page 4

TODAY
AM Showers
High: 65. Low: 55

i

TOMORROW
Rain/Thunder

RIGA, Uitvia — tinder intense pies
sure to change course, President
Bush yesterday, rejected suggestions
Iraq has fallen into civil war anil
vowed not to pull U.S. troops out
"until the mission is complete."
At the opening ol a NATO summit. Hush also urged allies to
incrcasctheirforcesin Afghanistan
to confront a strengthening
Taliban insurgency.
(>n the eve ot his visit to Ionian lor
meetings with Iraqi I'rime Minister
Notiri al-Maliki, Bush portrayed the
battles in both Afghanistan and Iraq
as central fronts in a war "against the
extremists who desire safe havens
and are willing to kill innocents anywhere to achieve their objectives."
The stakes in Iraq are huge for
Bush. I lis war policies were repudiated in U.S. midterm elections
that handed control of Congress to
Democrats. A bipartisan blue-ribbon panel is about to issue a report
proposing changes in the administrations approach in Iraq. And
al-Malikis government itself sometimes seems to be at cross purposes
with Washington.
Bush set the stage for the Ionian
talks with a speech at the NATO

George
Bush
Maintains that the
U.S. won t leave Iraq
until the job is done

summit here and at an earlier news
conference in neighboring Estonia,
llli' president said he was flexible
and eager to hear al-M.iliki's ideas
on how to ease the violence.
" I hi-if'sone thing I'm not going In
do. I'm not going to pull our troops
off the battlefield before the mis
sion is complete,'' Bush declared in
his speech.There are about I III.IKKI
US. forces in Iraq.
Earlier, speaking with reporters in
Tallinn during a joint news confer(iii e with Estonia's president, Bush
would not debate whether Iraq bad
fallen into civil war and blamed the
increasing bloodshed on a pattern
of sectarian violence that he said
was set in motion last winter by
al—Qaida follow eis
"I'm going to bring this subject
up of course, with Prime Minister
Maliki," Bush said "My questions
to him will be: What do you need to
do to succeed? What is your stralSoe BUSH | Page 2

3 eace

the topic of Pope's visit

By Victor L. Simpson

ANKARA, luik.x
Pope
Benedict XVI urged lead
ers ni all religions yesterdaj
to "utterly refuse" to support
any form ol violence In the
name ol faith, while hirkey's
top Muslim cleril complained
to the pontiff ot growing

"Islamophobia" in the world.
\s he began his first \isit iii
a Mu-iim country
a nip that

I. urity
but lew onlookers
Benedict
sought a careful balance as he
extended friendship and brotherhood to Muslims, hoping
in end the outer) from main
Muslims ovet ins remarks link
ing Islam to violence.
IK expressed support fot
turkey's efforts to join the
I uropean Union, moving away
from opposition he voiced when
he was a cardinal.
But the German pope also
hammered awa) at key points

of his 18-month papacy, telling diplomats thai leaden, of all
religions must "utterly refuse to
sanctjt in recourse to violence as
a legitimate expression of faith."
lie avoided mention of an)
specific religion, even as he
decried terrorism and die "disturbing conflicts across the
Middle I .tst."
Benedict also said guarantees
of religious irmiom are essential for a just society and the
See POPE Page 2

Stores now part of campus life
By Noah Bierman

sity and the mall.
(luce content to sell sweat
shuts from a generic campus

ORLANDO, I la.
Students
bunking in the newest resl
dence halls at the Universit)
of Central I lorida soon will
be tripping over Maggie Moos
ice cream, Subwaj sandwich
as, St.tibuiks. lied Brick Oven
Pizza, Bat nes & Noble and
other chain stores on llieii wa)
out otthi'ii dorms.
At UCF and elsewhere, it's
geiiing haidei to tell the difference between the inmer

store and meals from a mess
hall, universities ate entering
intoincreasingly sophisticated
arrangements with national
retailers, allowing more franchises direct!) on campus. Al
UCF, main ol the stores set to
open in the coming weeks are

attached directly to the dorms,
across from a basketball arena
under construction with its
own set ol chain stores.
"This much impulse buying

on the way to class could be
hurtful." said Boston Russell,
a 20-year-old sophomore from
I ongwood. Fla., who is among
the first living in the new
dorms on the edge of a pine
forest in suburban Orlando.
The design, he said, is "letling these companies have a
free shot at us when we walk
by three times a day for class."
But Cheryl Adams, a senior
from Daytona Beach, Fla., said
most students are less skepti-

High: 57. Low: 33
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POPE
From
Vatican said he raised specific
issues such as property rights
of [Ulfce] 5 liny :i2.UtX)-mcinl>ci
Catholic community during
talks with Turkish officiate
His comments could be rein
forced later during the fourda) \isit when the [«>|M- meets
in Istanbul with ecumenical
Patriarch Bartholomew I. the
spiritual leader of the worlds
Orthodox Christians,
I he pope is expected to call
for greater rights and protections ten Christian minorities in
die Muslim wodd, including the
small (Ireck Orthodox community in Turkey.
The 79-year-old made reconciliation a priority of his first
day, taking on a taxing series of
meetings that saw him needing
a drink of water after coughing
repeatedly while addressing diplomats in the last public appeal
.iiue in the evening,
Benedicts journey is extraordinarirj sensitive, a closely
watched pilgrimage full of symbolism ihai could offer hope ol
religious reconciliation or deepen what main sa\ i-. ,i growing
divide between the Christian
ami Islamic worlds
Seeking to ease angel OVB
his perceived criticism of
Islam. Benedict met with Ali
lianlaknglii. who heads religious
affairs In lurkey, warmly grasping hands Benedict sat nearby
as the Muslim cleric defended
his leligion.
I lie so-called conviction
that the sword is used to expand
Islam in the world and glowing
Islaniophohiahurtsall Muslims."
Itardakoglu said.
The comment appeared to he
a reference to Benedicts remarks

U

Benedict XVI

BUSH

Will be visiting

From Page 1

Pope

Turkey fot four
days

inaspeechinScpiembciwIiciihe
quoted a 14th-century Christian
emperor who characterized the
IVoplici Muhammad's teachings
,i- rul and inhuman, such as
his command to spread b] fh)
sword the faith he preached.
The Vatican described the del
ic's speech as "positive, respectful
and non-polemical," applauding
what tlu'chun-hseesasefforts for
a true dialogue between faiths,
On Sunday, more than 25000
links showed up to an anliVatican protest in Istanbul, asking the pope to stay at home, but
On the Streets of Ankara most
people went about their usual
business and Wit) a liny protest
was held outside the religious
affairs office hours before the
pope arrived.

Today we had the sensation
he was a welcome guest,'' said

Vatican spokesman the Rew
i ederico Lombard!.
"All feel the same responsibility
in this difficult moment In history, lets work together," Benedict
said during his llight from Home
to Ankara, where more than
3,000 police and sharpshooters
joined a security effort that surpassed even the t isii oi President
Hush two years ago.
We know that the scope of
diis trip is dialogue and broth
erhood and the commitment
lor understanding between cultures ... and for reconciliation.'
he said.
Prime Minister llecep lauip
BrdOgan welcomed the pope
at the foot of the plane and
described the visit as "verj
meaningful."

THE BG NEWS
is recruiting NOW for spring semester.
reporters | designers | copy editors | opinion
columnists | photographers | online/multi-media
staff | editorial cartoonists

Interested?

egy in dealing with the sectarian
violence?"
Bush said he realized that "no
question it's dangerous there, and
violent. And the Maliki government is going to have to deal with
that vii ilence, and we want to help
them do so."
Bush has been coming under
increasing pressure, both overseas
and at home, to reach out more
to odier countries, particularly to
Ss i i.i and Iran to help with a solution in Iraq.
Such a recommendation may
be among those issued by the Iraq
Study Group headed by Conner
Secretary of State lames A. Baker III
and former Democratic Rep. Lee
I lai i liltoi i. I Tic group is expected
to finish its work next month.
Hush has resisted such talks,
and he renewed a warning yesterday to lioth Iran and Syria not
to meddle in Iraq. Still, al-Maliki's
government itself has made overtures to budi countries.
"As Car as Iraq goes, the Iraqi
government is a sovereign government capable oC handling its
own Coreign policies and is in
the process oC doing so," Bush
said in Tallinn.

RETAIL
From Page 1
cat "Who doesn't like to shop?"
LICK isn't alone. Though nearby college towns with quirky
health food and rare book stores
have long been a staple at traditional universities, many schools
are placing retail on campus
and collecting rents to subsidize operations and attract stu-

Are you a man who
has been sexually
assaulted?
Or a man who was
involved in violent
relationship where you
were the victim?

is a sovereign government capable of
handling its own foreign policies and is in
the process of doing so."
George Bush | U.S. President
later, Bush's national security
adviser, Stephen Hartley, said that
Bush and al-Maliki have "a rclat mi ish i p oC candor."
"A lot oC discussion has been
about (Bush) pushing Maliki.
Maliki has done a lot oC pushing himseIC," I ladley said. "There
has been a coordinated effort
between the Iraqi government
and allied forces to get greater
control. ... It has not produced
satisfactory progress in a satisfactory timeframe."
Meanwhile, in Washington,
House Speaker-to-be Nancy
Pelosi said Bush must work with
Democrats on stopping die violence in Iraq.
"V\fe want to work in a bipartisan way to settle this," Pelosi said.
"If the president persists on the
course that he is on, that will be
more difficult."
In Riga, Bush pressed many
of the 26 NATO allies to do
more to marshal resources and
troops in Afghanistan, particu-

larly in the volatile south.
Bush said the Afghanistan mission — which has mobilized over
32,000 troops — is NATO's top
operation and defeating Taliban
forces "will require the full commitment of our alliance."
"The commanders on the
ground must have the resources
and flexibility they need to do their
jobs," he said.
Bush met individually with
NATO Secretary-General laap de
Hoop Scheffer and joined oilui
leaders in .wending a dinner.
1 ladley, Bush's national security
advisee said that Bush brought
up a need for "additional defense
capabilities and additional defense
spending" in the meeting with the
secretary-general and also intended to discuss it at the dinner.
In both Baltic countries, yesterday Bush saluted their persistence in eventually prevailing
over Soviet occupiers, and he said
ii was a good example for both
Afghanistan and Iraq.

dents. At UCF, money from the
dorms, shops and a pair of parking garages is subsidizing the
l(I.IIIiti sen basketball arena.
"We're a public university, but
we want to adopt some of the
best practices of the private sector," said Bill Merck, vice president for administration and
finance at UCF.
Florida Atlantic University's
board of trustees began moving in the same direction yesterday. Trustees discussed
"Innovation Village," a proposed complex of dorms and
retail stores designed around
a proposed football stadium at
the Boca Raton campus.
In a study, administrators
learned many students were
rejecting FAU to attend UCF,
Florida State and the University
of Florida — in part because
those schools offer more campus life. And FAU defines that to
include a shopping district.
"It is no longer enough for

a college or university simply
to provide students with four
walls and a bed," lill F.ckardt, the
school'sdirectorof housing, said
in a report to I'AU's hoard.
Urban schools have a longer
tradition of integrating their
campuses
into
downtown
retail environments, But even
that model has changed. The
University of Pennsylvania
began aggressively developing
the depressed West Philadelphia
neighborhood around its campus a decade ago, starting with
a $100 million project opened
in 1998 that converted a parking
lot into a hotel, sporting goods
store, Barnes & Noble. Gosi coffee bar and Urban Outfitters,
among other stores.
"At the time there was
probably not a lot of enthusiasm among developers for
the site," said Paul Sehnert,
Penn's director of real estate
development, "We needed to
prime the pump."

GAMES

Email thenews@bgnews.com.

From Page 1

DAILY ADVISING TIP
l win cannot register lor a full schedule, considei alternate courses, use
wait lists, and talk with youi advisor about other options.

"As far as Iraq goes, the Iraqi government

Help others, tell your story and get the j
word out about domestic abuse.
Emilcniklew@bgsu.edu

S|HHiM>rril h> Xd^^mj-NrlMtrrk

A Starbucks
Holiday
Don't forget Starbucks for all your holiday shopping needs.
Remember that all food and beverages can be purchased with
"Flex Funds." BIG Charge and B61 Bucks can be used for
ANy purchase in Starbucks.

at its worst, the customers would
refuse to participate in tournaments and events held at other
stores.
"When 2play fell, it was sobering and got us talking as a community," Merced said.
Another reason the gaming
community is feeling the loss of
2Play is that it could be foreshadowing more stores closing.
Cullisoii said he won't be reopening in BowlingGreen because

BLOTTER
MONDAY
8:51a.m.
Front window of a vehicle
parked on South Main Street
reported broken with a cinder
block sometime overnight, causing $1500 in damage.
9:24 a.m.
Front window of a vehicle
parked on South Main Street
reported broken, causing $500
in damage.
3:01 p.m.
Bad checks reported at a South
Mam Street business,
3:23 p.m.
Male orange declawed cat with
only one eye reported missing.
5:19 p.m.
A bat was found in Harshman.
The bat was caught in the 4th
floor lounge and released.
5:29 p.m.
A Kohl Hall resident reported his
room was broken into and items
were stolen over Thanksgiving
break.
5:50 p.m.
South Main Street resident
reported another woman put
inappropriate pictures of her on
the Internet
6:37 p.m.
Unknown person reported to
have stolen two bags of clothing, valued at $600. from a car
parked on North Enterprise
Street. The man who reported
the incident was found to have
an active warrant for failing to
pay for parking tickets. He was
taken into custody and posted
bail.
11:04 p.m.
Mark Allen Crouch. 45. of
Columbus, was arrested for
disorderly conduct at an East
Wooster Street hotel. He was
found intoxicated in the lobby
and was unable to care for
himself.
11:13 p.m.
A maintenance call was made to
remove a rat from Batchelder.
11:52 p.m.
Margaretio Jaso. 54. of Bowling
Green, arrested for possession of drug paraphernalia and
failure to follow marked lanes at
Wooster Street and Dunbridge
Road. Police found a pipe in
his glove box and later, a burnt
spoon under the drivers seat.
11:54 p.m.
Male reported to have thrown a
beer at a bar bouncer on North
Main Street after his wife was
asked to leave. The officer was
unable to locate him.

"When 2play fell, it was sobering and got us
talking as a community."
Alex Merced | Gamer's Lounge owner
a new shop called (iamcStop will
be opening soon. GameStop is a
corporate chain that will offer to
buy, sell and trade used and new
videogames.
In spite of die already stretched
market, GameStop is building in
Bowling Green because it consistently follows Super Wal-mart
and because there isn't a corporate
game store already here, Nagel

said
I hey do what they do, and they
do it very well." he said.
Merced and other owners realize what fierce competition is
about to begin and Merced said
he has rebuilt the Bowling (been
Gaming Society Web site, www
bgsu.edu/studcnllifc/orgiiiazations/bggs/, to show unity in the
game scene.

HOUSES! HOUSES! HOUSES!
BEST SELECTION OF 1,2,3,4 AND 5 BEDROOM HOUSES
AVAILABLE FOR FALL 2007.
Amenities included in many of our houses:
- Furnished or unfurnished
- Washer and Dryer
- Garbage disposal, dishwasher
- Large yards
- 1 and 2 car garages
- Full basements
- Most homes are NEW or REMODELED

-

Air conditioning
Gas log fireplaces
1-2 blocks From campus
May or August leases available
Microwaves
Walk in closets

3-5 People allowed depending on location
CALL FOR DETAILS (419) 352-0717

www.greenbriarrentals.com

Starbucks and the Starbucks Logo are registered trademari

^ks US Brands. LIC

GREENBRIAR. INC

CAMPUS

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

GET A LIFE
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Teaching candidates prove
selves through performance

CALENDAR Of EVENTS

10 a.m. - 9 p.m.
BG Book Gala
The Martha Gesling Weber Reading
Center and the Curriculum Resource
Center are having a book sale.

By Katie Byard
MCT

Jerome Library Pallister
Conference Room

An innovation in the biting
process in the Stow-Munroe
Falls, Ohio, school district
made Lisa lleilmeier more
than a little nervous.
She had to teach a class,
— not only in front of administrators, but also high school
students who had been
recruited from soccer and
lacrosse practice.
"The stakes were so high,"
said the 25-year-old, noting that there are few openings for new teachers in
Northeast Ohio.
The district — the largest in Summit County after
Akron — is now requiring
finalists for teaching jobs
to teach a "practice lesson
that in many cases Includes
students.
Stow appears to be one of
the few area districts requiring demonstrations as a final
step in hiring teachers.
Education's
equivalent of an audition "just
makes sense," said Stow

10 a.m. - 4 p.m.
Bud Hurlstone
Commemorative
Exhibition
Willard Wankelman Gallery

6-730 (xm
How to: Gingerbread
House
The cost is $13 and covers the cost of
all the supplies.
314 Union

7-9 p.m.
"In the Heart of Africa"
This conference will uncover the
truths about Ahxa. the myths and
realities that surround the continent,
the different values and beliefs, and
the cultural diversity within the different regions. Will also highlight the
place of Africa m the Global Economy
Union Multipurpose Room

8-11 p.m.
I Love The 90s Theme
Party

Superintendent Russ Jones,
who joined the district last
school year from Aurora,
which also asks finalists to
teach a class.
"I he work that teachers do
in a classroom is the essence
of what we're about," Jones
said.
VVadsworthSuperintendent
Dale Fortner began requiring
pi act ice lessons six years ago
lor all teaching finalists. "We
feel that teaching is a performance profession," he said.
Statewide, the practice is
increasingly popular, especially among suburban districts thai have the luxury of
many qualified candidates,
said Tom Ash, director of
governmental relations for
the Buckeye Association of
School Administrators.
With fewer openings overall, districts "can be more
selective than they could in
the past," Ash said.
Heilmeier was caught off

guard when, after her initial
interview, Stow-Munroe Falls
High Principal Rick Bailey
asked her to come teach a
class. Her assignment was
to teach about the transition
from World War II to the Cold
War — an era that lleilmeier
hadn't previously taught,
either as a substitute or student teacher.
"I spent the weekend planning," said lleilmeier, a 2004
graduate of Baldwin-Wallace
College in Berea. "I was
stressing myself out because
it had to be the best I'd ever
done."
She came up with a lesson
that included a mini lecture
and an activity so administrators could see how she
interacted with students. The
Students formed a human
timeline in the front of the
room, each representing a
historical event.
Heilmeier landed the social
studies teaching job.

Join Our Group:
Creating Networks That Last a Lifetime!
RA Recruitment

JORDAN f LOWER

There will be games, prizes, karaoke.

llnterested in becoming a

Strutting down the runway

FREE food and much more. Come
dressed to impress in your 90s best

FASHION FIRST: Amy Conroy displays an example of acceptable clothing for
business travelers at the AMA's annual fashion show.

Admission is FREE
Black Swamp Pub

Resident Advisor?

HOUSES!

Attend one Information Session* (required]

CLOSE TO CAMPUS

Fraternities embrace ethnic roots
But this wasn't just another
fraternity at Monlclair Slate
University In Montclair, N.J.
It was la fratemldad Lambda
Theta Phi, one of dozens ol
Hispanic Greek organizations in the country,
As the number of Hispanic:s
in higher education lias
risen over the years, so has
the number of students who
turn to an age-old college
staple — fraternities and
sororities — but ones that

By Elizabeth Llorente
MCT
HACKBNSACK, N.J. - Clad
in shirts that displayed their
fraternity letters, the young
men filed into an empty
classroom
to
assemble
boxes for their annual clothing drive.
As other frat brothers
arrived, the men greeted
them with a hearty embrace
and their secret handshake.

i Lay

embrace their ethnic toots.
"I looked at the different
organizations on campus."
said lohnathan Gaugler,
who attends Montclair State

University. "I wasn't interest
ed In joining a Creek organization that was mostly social
— a lot of parlies, drink
ing. I liked lambda Theta
Phi because it focused on
culture and academics. I iclt
like I could relate to them
more."

Monday, Nov. 20 @ 9:15pm
Tuesday, Nov. 2a i? 9:15pm
Wednesday, Nov. 29 ij>l2J0prn
Thursday, Nw JO a R-OOprn
Monday, Dec. 4 @8.1»pm
Thursday, Dec. 7§ 9:15pm

'07 May/Aug. Leases
Now Available
Call 419-352-9392
orwww.froboserentals.com
for current listing

8T5U Theatre
Hanhman Community Room
founders Courtyard
Harshman Community Boom
BTSl/Theatre
8TS1V Theatre

|P1MK m« Oifough J« «B»if Stwt *xw h 9* mvm r V* Kjnhron Gwinry Room i
I '«atfflfsia*«ato»io"ira*tf*d'ivMi'*)rrfivw0cJw»g(ni

These houses won't
last long

Questions

Call TODAY!

MyourfM!

FROBOSE RENTALS

Or visit: httpj/mm.bgiu.edu/offices/sa/teslite

UNIVERSITY

Tlt&me Party

You know you lived in the 10's if you knew that Steve and
Laura were destined to be Jg

Admission is ItREE!

bookstore
Your University. Your Store.

Customer Appreciation Day

20% off
For Ir r
v ^ .y7V.^S?^

/

TT" ^

Included: GAS, HIGH Speed Internet and Private Shuttle

Gas Bills

stacking up?

Spring Semester
Leases Available

your purchases
1 DAY ONLY
Wednesday, November 29
7:30 a.m. - 7:30 p.m.
BGSU Clothing
BGSU Imprinted Gifts &Jewelry
Art Supplies
Gifts
General Reading Books
Holiday Gifts
Greeting Cards

Kick them aside 8
let us foot the bill!
• 1 and 2 Bedroom Apartments
• 2 Swimming Pools

• 6,9 or 12 Month Leases

■ 3 Laundromats

■ 24 hour Emergency Maintenance

■ Plenty of Resident & Visitor parking

WINTIIROP & SUMMIT TERRACE APT
Office located at 4001. Napoleon Road
(419)352 9135
Email us: winthrop" gerdenich.com
www.winthropterrace.com

vk/

HOURS:
Monday - Friday 9:00 am 5:00 pm
Saturday Hours: 10:00 am 2:00 pm

No other discounts apply. This discount does not
apply to textbooks, software, caps & gowns, class
rings, electronics, iPods, food, health and beauty
aids, computers, PlayStation2 and XBox products.

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

2
Pope
Benedict XVI
Will be visiting
Turkey for four

POPE
From Page 1

Vatican said he raised specific
issues su( li as propert) rights
dl lurkcy'slin) 32,000 inembei
( atholic comniuniu during
talks with IXirkishoflu ials.
His comments could be rein
Forced latei during the fourda) \i-ii when the i>*>|>«- meets
in Istanbul with Ecumenical
Patriarch Bartholomew I, il"'
spiritual leadei ol the world's
Orthodox! hristians.
I he pope is expected to call
foi grc-atci rights and prote(
lions ini c hristian minorities in
the Muslim worid, including the
small Greek ()iilni(lii\ community in luiki'v
I he 79-ycar-old made re)
onciliation ,i priori!) ol his first
kins! mi .i taxing series ol
meetings thai saw linn needing
a drink i'l watei afta i nughing
repealed!) while addressing diplomats in thclasi publk appeariuiceintheevi
Benedict's joumev is extraor
dinarirj sensitive, ;i closer)
watched pilgrimage lull "l sym
holism iliai could ofiei hope ol
religious rccoiH iliation oi deep
.-li what man) stn is ,i growing
divide between llie • hristian
,inil Islamii worids
i i anger ovei
his perceived criticism ol
Isl.mi. Benedict mcl with Ali
Bardakoglu, who heads religious
,ill,nis in lurkey, warm!)' grasp
ing hands. Bencdici sat nearti)
,is die Muslim clerk defended
his religion.
I he so-called i omit tion
that the sword is used to expand
Wain iii the world and growing

inaspecchinSeptembervvhenhe
quoted a I lili centurj i hristian
emperoi who i haracterized the
Prophel Muhammads teachings
,is "evil .mcl inhuman, such as
his command to spread b) ih\
sword the faith he preached."
flieV'atii andescril)ed thet li'i
it s speech as "positiw, respectful
ai ul non pi ilemical." applauding
what the churrh sees as efforts for
a true dialogue between faiths.
i in Sunday, more ihan 2 i.000

BUSH
From Page 1

egy in dealing with ihe sectarian
violence?''
Bush said lie realized thai "mi
question its dangerous there, and
violent, \nd ihe Maliki govemiiieni is going to have to deal with
thai Miilen.c.aiulueuanl lulielp

them do so."
Hush has been coming under
increasing pressure, both overseas
and al home, to teach OUI mine

in (iihei countries, particularly to
Syria and Man to help whh a solution in Iraq,
Such .i recommendation may
be among those issued by ihe Iraq

links showed up in .in .inn

Sluch Group headed b) tunnel

M,imu|)liiilii.i hurls,ill Muslims,"

Vatican protest in Istanbul, ask
ing the pope to sta) at home, but
mi the streets ol Vnkara mosi
people weni aboui theii usual
business and onlj a tin) pi
was held outside ihe religious
affairs office hours before the
pope arrived.
' lbda\ we had the sensation
he was a welcome guest." said
Vatican spokesman ihe Rev.
o I ombaidi.
''All fed die same responsibility
in thisdiffk till momeni in history, let's work together,' Benedict
said (luring his (lij-lil from Hume
in Vnkara, wrliere mine Ihan
3,000 police and sharpshooters
joined a security effort thai sui
I mssed even ihe visit of President
Bush two years ago
Uc know dial die snip,- ul
ilus nip is dialogue and brotherhood and tin commitmeni
foi understanding between cultures and ini reconciliation,
he said
Prime Ministei Hecep liiyyip
HI welcomed the pope

iryofStale lames A. Baker m
ami former Democratic Rep. Lee
Hamillon ihe group is expected
lo finish its work next month.
Bush has resisted such talks,
and he renewed a warning yesterda) 10 both Iran and Syria not
in meddle in Iraq Slill. al-Maliki's
govemmenl itself has made overtures in both countries,
\s far as Iraq !;'"'s' lhe Iraqi
govemmenl is a sovereign govemmenl capable of handling its
own foreign polk ies and is in
the process of doing so," Bush
said in lallinn.

Bardakoglu said
llie comment appeared lobe
a reference to Benedict's remarks

,ii die lorn ul Ihe plane and
described the visit as very
meaningful."

THE 8G NEWS
is recuiting NOW for spring semester.
opy editor
i'dia

Georg'
Later, Bush's national security
aihiser, Stephen lladlev said that
Bush and al Maliki have "a refci

tionsliip of candor."
"A lot of discussion has been
about (Bush) pushing Maliki.
Maliki has done a lot of pushing himself.'' lladlev said." mere
has Been a coordinated effort
between the Iraqi govemmenl
and allied forces to gel greatei
control. ... li has not produced
satisfactory progress in a satis!,K

MONDAY
8:58 a.m.
Front window of <i vehicle

Street
■ mder
block sometime
ing $1500in di'
9:24 a.m.
■ 'licle
i Street

lark in die volatile south.
Bush said the Afghanistan mis
skin which has mobilized over
32,000 troops
is NATOs top
operation and defeating lalihan
forces "will require the full commitment of our alliance
"The commanders on the
ground must have the resources
andfledbilit) they need to do their
JOOS," he said.
Bush mil individually with
\ MI i se, retary-General laap de

1 ssoo
1:01 pm
led at a South
3:25 p.m.
■

5:19 p.m.

'

I loop Seheller and joined Other

tOT] linieli.une.

Meanwhile. In Washington,
House Speakei to be Nancy
I'elosi said Bush must work with
Democrats on stopping the violence in Iraq
We want to work in a bipartisan way to settle this," iviosi said.
"If the president persists on the
course thai he is on, thai will be
more difficult"
In Riga. Bush pressed main
ol the 26 NATO allies to do
more to marshal resources and
troops in Afghanistan, particu

'

5:29 p.m.

leaders in attending a dinner.
I ladle\. Hush's national so in in
adviser, said that Bush brought
up a need for "additional defense
capabilitiesand additional defense
spending" In the meeting with the
secretary-general and also intended to discuss it at rhedinnei
In Ixnh Bailie countries yes
terday Bush saluted their pei
sisience iii eventually prevailing
over Soviet occupiers, and he said

-

'
5:50 p.m.

6:37 pm.
■■.

■

•

'

il was a good example for holh

Afghanistan and Iraq.

■

■

'

RETAIL
From ■

i.il "Who doesn't like to shop?"
in.I isn't alone. I hough nearbj college towns with quirky
health food and rare book stores
base long been a staple al tradilionaluniversilies.man) schools
an placing retail on i ampus
and collecting rents to subsidize operations and attract sin

Are you a man who
has been sexually
assaulted?
Or a man who was
involved in violent
relationship where you
were the victim?

B

iii thenews£ bgnews.com.

DAILY ADVISING TIP
niial rvglslci lei ,i Hill s, lie,Ink'. I'OIIMdtfl illtcnuilc course.
u.ill lisls. HI,I I ill .Mill >.Mil .I.Keel ahoUl Olhl'l Options.

BLOTTER

"As far as Iraq goes, the Iraqi government
is a sovereign government capable of
handling its own foreign policies and is in
the process of doing so."

Help others, tell yom story and qet the
• ibout domestic abuse.

Spumurvd b> Vdthlnii N.iu-.ik

A Starbucks
Holiday
Don't forget Starbucks for all your holiday shopping needs.
Remember that all food and beverages can be purchased with
"Flex Funds." BIG Charge and BG1 Bucks can be used for
ANy purchase in Starbucks.

dents. Al UCF, money from the
dorms, shops and a pan ol park

ing garages is subsidizing the
lo.iiiin-seat basketball arena.
We're a public university, but
we want to adopt some ol the
best practices ol the private sec
mi. said Bill Men k, vice president for administration and
finance al UCF.
I lorida Atlantic University s
hoard of trustees began nun
ing in ihe same direction yesterday, iiustees discussed
"Innovation Village," a proposed complex of dorms and
retail stores designed around
a proposed loolhall stadium al
the Boca Raton (ampus
In a study, administrators
learned many students were
rejecting I All to attend U( I.
Florida State and the University
oi i lorida
in pan because
those schools offei more (am
pus life. And I All defines thai to
include a shopping district.
"Il is no longer enough for

a college oi university simpl)
io provide students with foui
walls and a bed," lillEckardl, the
s( hi nil's diici lor of housing, said

11:04 pm

inarepon to PAU's board.
Urban schools have a longei
tradition of integrating theii
campuses into downtown
retail environments, Bui even
thai model has changed.

'

'

■

■

'

Ihe

Universil) ol Pennsylvania
Began aggressively developing
the depressed West Philadelphia
neighborhood around ils campus a decide ago. starting with
a slim million project opened
in 1998 thai converteda parking

I
11:15 p.m.
■

11:52 p.m.
■

■

■

loi into a hotel, spoiling goods

...

siore. Barnes & Noble, i osi col
fee bar and Urban Outfitters,
among othei stores.
Ai the time there was
probably not a lol ol enthu
siasm among developers foi
ilie site," said Paul Sehnert,
Penn's director ol real estate
development, "We needed to
prime the pump.''

■ I
■

■

11:54 p.m.

'

■

I

GAMES
From Page i

"When 2play fell, it was sobering and got us
talking as a community."

,ii its worst, ihe customers would
refuse to participate in touma
merits and events hrkl ;,( other
stores.
"When 2pbrj fell, ii was sobering and got us talking .is .1 community," Merced said.
Another reason the gaming
community is reeling the loss ol
2Pfarj is thai it could Ix1 tbreshad
owing more stores closing,
CuUison said he wont be reopeningin Bowling Green bet ause

a new shop called GameStop will
be opening soon. GameStop is .1
corporate chain thai will oflei to
buy, sell and trade used and new
videogames.
in spiir oi thcalread) stretched
market, GameStop is building in
Bowling Green because ii consistent!) follows Supei Wal-mart
and because there isn't a corporate
game store alreach here, Nagel

said.
Iheydowhattheydaandthe)
doii wi\ well," he said.
Merced and other owners realize whai fierce competition is
about to begin and Merced said
he has rebuilt tlie Bowling Green
Gaming Society V\eb sin-, www.
bKu.edu/studentlife orginaza
tions/bggs/, to show unity in the
game scene.

HOUSES! HOUSES! HOUSES!
BEST SELECTION OF 1,2,3,4 AND 5 BEDROOM HOUSES
AVAILABLE FOR FALL 2007.
Amenities included in many of our houses:
- Furnished or unfurnished
- Washer and Dryer
- Garbage disposal, dishwasher
- Large yards
- 1 and 2 car garages
- Full basements
- Most homes are NEW or REMODELED

-

3-5 People allowed dependin
CALL FOR DETAILS (419)

Air conditioning
Gas log fireplaces
1-2 blocks from campus
May or August leases available
Microwaves
Walk in closets

on location
52-0717

www.greenbriarrentals.com

GREENBRIAR, INC
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same amas c
tffl South Main Str..l. Aero., from ALOI Food.
Starbucks and the Starbucks Logo are registered trademarks of Sttftjucks US Brands. UC

'
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FREE SHUTTLE

^J-H£31

TO & FROM
BGSU CAMPUS

Chassis Lube

INCLUDES
AND

FREE
Fluid Top-oil»'
S«tw..n Chai

Find more coupon* and details about NltroMax, visit www.thetlraman.com

CAMPUS

WWW.BGNEWSCOM

GET A LIFE
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Teaching candidates prove
selves through performance

ma EVENI

BG Book Gala
The Martin Geslinq Weber Reading
Center and the Curriculum Resource
Center are hawing a book sale

By Kati* Byard

MCT

Jerome Library Pallister
Conference Room

An innovation in tin- hiring
process In the Stow Munroe
Falls, Ohio, school distrii i
made Lisa Heilmeiei more
iliiin ,i little nervous.
She had to teach a class,
not unk in front of administrators, but also high school
students who had been
recruited from soccer and
lacrosse practii e.
I he stakes were so high,"
said the 25-year-old, noting thai there are few openings lui new teachers in
Northeast Ohio.
I In' district
the larg
esi in Su in in i i i ountj aftei
Hum
is now requiring
finalists for teaching jobs
to teach ,i "practice lesson
that in man) cases ini ludes
students
Stow appears to be one ol
the few area districts requii
ini! demonstrations as a final
step in hiring teachers.
I dm ation's
equiva
lent ni mi audition "just
makes sense,' said Stow

Bud Hurlstone
Commemorative
Exhibition
Willard Wankelman Gallery

How to: Gingerbread
House
The cost is $15 and cowers the cost of
all the supplies
314 Union

■

"In the Heart of Africa"
This confeience will uncover the
truths about Africa, the myths and
realities that surround the continent,
the different values and beliefs, and
the cultural diversity v.ithm the dif
ferent regions. Will also highlight the
place of Africa in the Global Economy
Union Multipurpose Room

I Love The 90s Theme
Party

lORDANHQWfR

There will began !•

Strutting down the runway

FREE food and much more Come
dressed to impress in your 90s best
Admission is FREE

FASHION FIRST: ■

Black Swamp Pub

n
' HOUSES P
CLOSE TO CAMPUS

Fraternities embrace ethnic roots
By Elizabeth Llorent.
•'

lint this wasn'l ju-.t anothet
fraternity at Montclair State
University in Montclair, VI
li was la fraternidad I .imlnl.i
I heta Phi, one ol dozens ol
Hispanic Greek organi/.a
linns in tin' country.
\s ihe niimhi'i ol I lispanics
in higher education has
i ism ovci the years, so has
tin' niimhi'i lit suuli'iiis uhn

'

HA( kl NSA( k. VI.
Clad
in shins that displayed their
fraternitj letters, the young
men filed into an emptj
classroom
to
assemble
boxes lui their annual clothing drive.
\s other
tr.it
brothers
arrived, the men greeted
ihi'in with a heaiis embrace
and theh set rei handshake.

turn in an age-old college
staple
fraternities anil
sororities
Inn ones thai

embrai c theii ethnii roots.
I looked at the different
i cations on campus,"
s.uil
lohnathan
Gaugler,
who attends Mnntclaii State
University. 1 wasn't interested in joining a (ireek organi
/aiion thai was mostly social
a lot ol parties, drinking I liked Lambda I'heta
Phi because ii focused on
culture and academii s, i fell
like I could relate lo them
mine

'07 May/Aug. I eases
Now Available

( all 419-352-9392
orwww.froboserentals.com
lor current listing

Superintendent Russ lones,
who joined the district last
school year from \urora
which also asks finalists to
teach a tlass
"! he work thai teachers do
in a i lassroom is the essence
ol what we're about," lones
said.
IVadsworthSuperintendeni
Dale I ortner began requiring
practice lessons M\ years ago
lui all teat hing finalists. "We
feel that teaching is a perfoi
main e profession," he said
Statewide, the prai tii e is
increasingly popular, espe
ciall) among suburban dis
tricis tfi,ii have iIn- luxurj ol
main qualified i andidates,
said loin \sh. directoi ol
governmental relations for
die Buckeye Vssoi iation ol
School \dministrators.
With fewer openings over
all. dish u is tan Itr more
selei live than the) > ould in
the past,' Vshsaid.
Heilmeier was caught ofl

guard when, after her initial
interview, Stow Munroe Falls
Migli Principal Kick Bailey
asked her to come teat li a
(lass, iiei assignment was
to teach about ihe transition
from World War II to the ' old
Wai
an era thai Heilmeier
hadn't previously taught,
eithei as a substitute oi stu
dent teacher.
"I spent the weekend plan
ning," said Heilmeiei a 2004
graduate ol Baldwin-Wallai e
College in Berea.
I was
stressing mysell out bei ause
ii had to be the best I'd ever
done."
she came up with a lesson
that included a mini let ture
ami an at in in so administrators c OUld see how slie
interacted with students. I he
students formed a human
timeline in the front ol the
toom. each representing a
liisiour.il event
Heilmeiei landed the social
studies teaching job.

Join Our Group:
Creating Networks That Last a Lifetime!
RA Recruitment

Interested in becoming a

Resident Advisor?
Attend one Information Session* (required)
Monday, V..
SrSl/'Tneow
rtofsfwonComir.
Tue«kr/,Nw.2i
Wedneido^.Noy.29
■'•s Courtyard
?00pm
HatslwianComrr.
Monday, Dec. 4§ 8:00pm
tadoy, Dec. 7,a 9.15pm
ersu meotre

These houses won't
last long

Questions

Call TODAY!

Ask your RA!

FROBOSE RENTALS

Of visit: riffp;/'www.t)gsu.edu/offices.

LTD

C±J
7name, rar-tci
You know you lived in the ID's if you kne^that Steve and
Laura were destined to be together
Admission

Date: November
lime; fl:Q0

2T,

is

FREE!

Swamp

ijn Customer Appreciation Day

■ OWIHI-OMPION

... STUDENT UNION

20% Off

p ■ m■

Pub

Come ready to sinq your to,
tune!
Enjoy food-, gjmpkaraoke and much BOTP !
Sppr i
evening taking
chool and rerapmbpring
r
-W
lovpd abed'

For

•yrvss to impress i<t yonr

Infomation Contact1

Included: GAS, HIGH Speed Internet and Private Shuttle

Gas Bills

\

stacking up?

Spring Semester

your purchases
1 DAY ONLY
Wednesday, November 29
7:30 a.m. - 7:30 p.m.
BGSU Clothing
BGSU Imprinted Gifts & Jewelry
Art Supplies

Gifts
General Reading Books
Holiday Gifts

Greeting Cards

Leases Available

BGSU

Kick them aside 8
let us foot the bill!

Bowling Green State University

• 1 and 2 Bedroom Apartments

• 6,9 or 12 Month Leases

■ 2 Swimming Pools

• Plenty of Residents Visitor parking

• 3 Laundromats

' 24 hour Emergency Maintenance

WIXTIIROP & SUMMITTERRACEAPTS.
Office Located at 400 E. Napoleon Road

HOURS:

(419) 352-9135

Monday - Friday 9:00 am - 5:00 pm
Saturday Hours: 10:00 am -2:00 pm

Email us: winthrop " gerdenich.com
www.winthropterrace.com

Your University. Your Store.

200b

p - in • - 11: DO

location: Black

3

No other discounts apply. This discount does not
apply to textbooks, software, caps & gowns, class
rings, electronics, iPods, food, health and beauty
aids, computers, PlayStation2 and XBox products.

OPINION
PEOPLE ON

THE STREET

"You may succeed in silencing me but that silence comes at a price. You
have shown yourself to be as barbaric and ruthless as your most hostile
critics have claimed."
- Alexander Litvinenko, the former KGB spy who died after being poisoned, accusing
Russian President Vladimir Putin of orchestrating his death, from Time.com

Wednesday. November 29.2006 4

Who's the hardest person you have to shop for this holiday season?

"My Secret Santa,

"My dad. because he

because I want to

doesn't like anything."

"My friends, because

"My roommate."

I just don't know

today's People On The

people but I can't."
LINDSAY WEST,
Sophomore. Middle
Childhood Education

VISIT US AT
BGNEWS.COM

Have your own take on

what they want."

talk about it with

k

Street? Or a suggestion for
DEANBRVSOH,
Freshman. Undecided

KRISTINEQUINN.
Junior, Psychology

DAVID ESTES.
Freshman. Pre-Med
Biology

a question? Give us your
feedback at bgnewscom.

eqe life may impact home, family

9
<■■

CHAD PUTERBAUOH
OPINION COLUMNIST

We all imagine the wa\ the
holidays used to be. There
was always a Christmas ham
to feast upon, many beautiful
presents under the tree, maybe
even chestnuts roasting under
the open lire. I know that's
what I expected.
But for many of us, and even a
portion of the freshmen, home

just Isn't home anymore.
It's almost taken for granted
among millions of families in
America that college is the right
move to secure a good future.
After all, no one wants to

work in a factory for the rest
of their life. But what no family sending their children to
college considers is the necessary changes that happen

bet ause of college.
for at least four years college
students are bombarded with
maiHliitoi > i lasses, a completely
new atmosphere and types of
people you've never seen before.
Even for the most stubborn
student, these things are hard
to ignore. Tor me, coming from
a small town, the difference in
atmosphere is huge.
A college town, for instance,
has coffee shops, clubs with live
bands, theme dance clubs and
more than four stoplights.
The most significant change
in atmosphere, however, is the
abundance otstudents. The
t ruth is people in college by and

large have chosen to be in college, and thereby have chosen to
be students.
Even the most neglectful of
students learn a thing or two in a
classroom. The amount of learning one does, however, may have
some adverse effects.
Maybe you went home fresh
from |Miliiical science class.
You visit mom and dad during
Thanksgiving only to realize that
they don't know anything about
the recent election. Or, suppose
your parents are like mine, and
you realize that your parents are
racist. Isn't this fun?
As the old saying goes, "You
can't come home again." It's
scary how often this is true. The
differences between the 'you'
who goes off to college and the
'you' who comes back can be
very staggering. These differ-

ences may not be the way I say,
they may be completely new.
Think about all of the things
you've learned in your life before
college: George Washington was
the first president, two and two
is four, the difference between a
lake and a sea.
These are things that may or
may not affect your life on a daily
basis. It's quite different, however, to start thinking about ethical
concepts you've learned in your
lifetime. These maxims like:
never tell a lie, treat others as you
would be treated, etc. affect your
life in its entirety.
As I mentioned before, the
college atmosphere is quite
different from the atmosphere at home.
For many students, the
change in atmosphere equals
a change in world view, atti-

tude or philosophy.
When these students go
home, they are actually different people.
Now, because the primary way
of communicating with people
is through conversation, the
changes in someone's personality becomes all too apparent.
Changes may take form in
such diverse areas as what
interests you, or even as powerful as what god you pray
to. For many families, these
changes are not acceptable.
But what is a student to do?
Surely, I as a student, do not want
to stop learning for the sake of
what my parents have to say.
Yet, the eternal dilemma
creeps up: but I'd kind of like my
parents to accept me. Y-ot most
people, the parental bond is
something of sacred fiber.

For others, it's simply a bond
of convenience. It's very hard
to looR someone in the eye, tell
them you don't believe in their
god, then ask for a place to stay
during Thanksgiving break.
But is this not what college
is all about? College is supposed to be a time of change, a
place where we all decide our
respective futures and commit
to a future as a changed person. It's all too human that we
forget about the repercussions
of these changes.
So here, right now, we're all
faced with a choice: to learn and
grow, or to stay in our own safe,
little worlds. Remember though,
you can't come home again.

Sendt&rmntstoOvdHjleitmgha
cwputSvgfajsueou

Take note: living in a residence
hall includes a long list of faux
etiquette issues
"I know in my dorm, we have tried to play
Christmas music on different occasions, but
someone always feels the urge to put the
station back on Club Obnoxious."
Now that the holiday break has
ended, many Students will be
going back to the dorm life.
It may only be a few more
weeks until the long winter
break, but people will continue
to live in the dorms long after
this holiday season is over.
With that said, there are
some important issues that
arise when living in such
small quarters with numerous other college students;
the most important being
dorm etiquette.
Most of us have had our
vaccinations and try to stay
healthy, but there are certain
residence hall sanitation issues
that go unnoticed.
The person that didn't feel
the need to wash their hands
after being in the stall for a
good 10 minutes would seem
appalling to others in the
bathroom, but we usually just
brush it off as that person being
completely disgusting at their
own will.
We fail to realize that we too
are going to touch that metal
doorknob to leave the bathroom. Even if we have washed
our hands, we still get to come
in contact with those 10 minutes of stall germs.
If you use one of the dorm
bathrooms to which someone
so graciously donated a radio,
1 completely feel your pain.
There are a lot of people that
enjoy listening to songs about
shaking your this, or grinding your whatnots, but this
music does not settle well at
Bin the morning.
1 know in my dorm, we
have tried to play Christmas

music on different occasions,
but someone always feels the
urge to put the station back
on 'Club Obnoxious.'
Some fed Christmas music is
offensive, and they would rathn listen in songs about "shaking your money maker." I find
shaking any body part of mine
for money offensive, because 1

use my brain to get a job,
Music around the dorm in
general is not a fun experience.
It's one thing to have your tunes
playing loudly once in a while,
but not everyone wants to hear
your playlist repeated at the
highest volume each and every
day lor the entire semester.
If you insist on forcing others
to deal with your music, at least
give us some vat iety.
Also, if you absolutely have
to get the best sound system
available, what is the point of
directing the speakers toward
the window?
I'd just assume people would
want to listen to their own
music with their own system
inside their own room.
If you must be out of your
room, at least go through the
halls staying somewhat sober.
Ladies, squealing or screaming inside jokes that only
you and your friends understand at 3 in the morning is
completely unbearable and
extremely rude.
Guys, meandering down the
halls with very little clothing
while slurring every other word
and smelling like vomit is not
attractive. If you are searching
for female companionship, it's
probably not going to happen if
you act like a drunken buffoon.

THE BG NEWS
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Bowling Green State University
Bowling Green, Ohio 434051 Phone: (419) 372-6966
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Web site: http://www.bgnews.com
Advertising: 204 West Hall | Phone: (419) 372-2606

Lastly, quiet hours are made
to ensure all students get a
restful night of sleep. With
all of the door slamming and
oblivious people in the dorms.
I have yet to get one full night
of peaceful sleep.
If you are breaking up with
your significant other, there is
no point in parading up and
down the hallway yelling at
them on the phone; no one
else cares.
Also, the doors are not
Evcrlast heavy bags; they can
be shut with a slight turn of the
handle and a little tap. There's
nothing more startling than
hearing what sounds like a cannon exploding right when you
finally lie down for bed.
I lopefully with the new year
approaching, more students
who are forced to live in the
dorms can change some of
their obnoxious behaviors, and
get off to a good start. If you
have to stay in a residence hall,
you might as well do it with
some class.

Send comments to Sarah Barnes at
saahsb@bgsuedu.

Got an Opinion?
The BG News is looking for talented,
opinionated students (and faculty)
to join our opinion staff.

Intrigued?
Send a 600-800 word test' column
with your opinion on a current issue
to rKxwama@bgsu.edu.

STAFF EDITORIAL I KENT STATE U

In honor of AIDS week, get tested
The test is simple: a little finger pin prick
or a mouth swap with results in minutes.
The solution is easy: condoms every
time, unless you're in a monogamous relationship.
Theexcusesare many: "I'm scared to know."
"I don't like how it feels,"
More than 25 years after the emergence of a
new, wildly scary disease, people arc still living
in ignorance.
The latest statistics from the United Nations
show 39.5 million people throughout the world
are living with HIV. Approximately 1.4 million
people in the United States are infected. More
than 43.000 Americans are infected each year.
You might think HIV doesn't affect you. You
might think you're not at risk.
You might be wrong
Nearly one out of every 200 Americans is
infected — and 25 percent of them don't know
it yet. That means someone in one of your classes may well have HIV. And someone you pass
every day certainly has a friend or relative living
with the disease.
Young people — teenagers and college-aged
people — are the fastest growing group infected with HIV.
Women — particularly black women — are
increasingly at risk. And gay and bisexual
men and injection drug users remain at the
highest risk.
You may read those groups and still think
you have nothing to worry about. But even if
your personal risk is minor, being safe during

LAREN WEBER. EXECUTIVE EDITOR
ANDREA SLIVKA, MANAGING EDITOR
CANDICE JONES. CAMPUS NEWS EDITOR
USA HALVERSTADT, CITY NEWS EDITOR
ALISON KEMP. FEATURES EDITOR
DAVE HERRERA. IN FOCUS EDITOR

The BG News Submission Policy
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR are
to be fewer than 300 words These
are usually in response to a current
issue on the University's campus or
the Bowling Green area

AMANDA HOOVER. OPINION EDITOR
RYAN AUTULLO, COPY CHIEF
JOHN TURNER. SPORTS EDITOR
CHELCI HOWARD, PULSE EDITOR
BRANDON HEISS. PHOTO EDITOR
RACHEL GREENFIELD. DESIGN EDITOR
BRANDON NOBLE, ONLINE EDITOR

sex is smart and easy.
HIV is a surprisingly wimpy virus. It dies
quickly when not in the human body, which is
why you can't catch it from hugs, kisses, swimming pools or toilet seats.
That's why the most effective tool you can
use is condoms. Use one every time you have
sex. Period.
The other important tool is testing. If you're
sexually active, you should be getting an HIV
test every six months.
Yesterday, the DeWeese I lealth Center at
Kent State provided anonymous, free HIV tests,
something it does on a regular basis.
Contact your local health center to find out
how you can get tested.
Treatment of HIV infections has come a
long way from the early 1980s when people
learned they were sick and died within just
months. Americans with HIV can expect to
live as long as 24 years after infection if they
seek treatment.
Perhaps that's why many of us aren't as
concerned as we used to be. Maybe that's
why some people aren't informed and make
unhealthy choices about sex.
But we should all remember: HIV is no longer
a death sentence. But having HIV is certainly a
difficult life, filled with terrible days and high
medical costs.
That's why, 26 years after the start of this
global pandemic, the early guidelines we all
learned are still the most important.
Be informed. Play safe. Get tested.

GUEST COLUMNS are longer
pieces between 400 and 500 words
These are usually also in response
to a current issue on the University's
campus or the Bowling Green area
The maximum number of submissions for columns is two per month.

POLICIES: Letters to the Editor
and Guest Columns are printed
as space on the Opinion Page
permits. Additional Letters to the
Editor or Guest Columns may be
published online. Name, year and
phone number should be included
for verification purposes. Personal
attacks, unverified information or
anonymous submissions will not be
printed

E-MAIL SUBMISSIONS as an
attachment to rhenews@bgnews.
com with the subject line marked
"Letter to the Editor" or "Guest
Column" Only e-mailed letters
and columns wiH be considered for
printing. All letters are subject to
review for length and clarity before
printing.
Opinion columns do not necessarily
reflect the view of The BG News

NOT NEWS

THIS WEEKS BAD JOKE
Q: Why are horses poor dancers?

YOU COULD TELL YOURSELF THAT ITS NEWS, BUT ITS JUST NOT.

Children's stories lack
substance, mislead kids

A: They have two left feet.
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Why are children's stories so
awful?! hey don't teach kids
anything about the way the

'JjrJ'

world really works. Happily ever

M5

after? Whoever came up with
that obvicHisty doesn't have a job.
What's happy about dragging
yourself out of bed early every
morning and going to work

typical blonde bimbo, who

only to have someone steal your

after trespassing, breaking and

lunch out of the fridge? I ife

entering, theft, and destruction

is hard and children's stories

of property, is stupid enough to

should be honest and prepare

fall asleep at the crime scene

kids for the metamorphoses

just like a hobo who just killed

from naive, innocent child, to

another hobo over a sandwich

mildly depressed adult with a

and passed out afterward lonly

drinking problem.

Goldilocks doesn't smell of in ■inl-

I HI example! llappilyever
after" should be replaced with,

and have a silly beard, and also
I'm not filming it and taking bets

Final exams inspire bizarre behavior

|oysol stealing and ruining other

Here it comes, Bxamweek,
where freshmen dorri knowwhai
tlu-y'ri- getting into and seniors

ter from a storybook. Sam-I-Am

people's things, we owe h to

are so rlnsi- In freetloni.'l hi- n-sl

is a jerk. I le's way too in your

them to teach them the impor-

face — just like the people ai t be

tance of having a getaway car.

I hied In a convenient but love

onwhowillwinl.

less marriage ever after."
Name one admirable charac-

If we're going to teach kids the

sing "Wake Me I Ip Before You

before the daj ol their exams.
But as a note, five shots ol
espresso In one drink w ill keep
you awake all night, but it will
also bring you on the verge of a
heart attack. A delicious mocha
heart attack.
lb those of you who will do
stay awake you have no right to
complain. Its no) the professors
fault loi assigning [could it be?|
projects and papers for students
to finish.
Bui wlio am I to lecture? I have
yet too|K-n a book this semester
and IVe done more all nighters
than sou can imagine.When you

(io (In" iii the middle of lerome

Stan seeing gnomes stealing \oiir

before breaking down and crying. Suchagood memory.

roommate's 1 l\T Is. believe inc.

all of their papers and books into
a large sack lalso called a back
pack to some], and when the
topic of workload comes around.

MATT MAUK
HUMOR COLUMNIST

a beautiful swan. Wrong! Sorry

of us are |usl dying to scrape by
Now most HI us have known
what we have to dOi hut it hasnfl
inspired many of us t< i actually
do the work assigned until the
last minute.
My favorite result of this accumulation ol work is that people

(Because said person is too

Although this semester I

sorry, I better not; I promised

kills: once a loser, always a loser.

actually mm their workload into

busy- totting In tiie back of the

am looking forward to wit-

some poster hoard I wtftildn't."

What was his mom doing
fraternizing with the swans anj

a competition. You heard me.

room to pay attention).

nessing my liist freshman

name. (Speaking of which,

way? Didn't Mr. Ugly Duckling

bcli in- yourself... unless you're

presentations and I still have to

does that hold up in court?

suspect something was wrong

a freshman, in which case you

read the book for this I lass

because i have my arraign-

clout count.

doesn't want your green eggs

when his kid didn't have any of
the same colored feathers? What
Is this story saying anyway? It's
OK to be different as long as

semester, pretty soon you'll be

four-foot replica of the liiffel

and ham. Who gives a damn if

you're while and pi el I y? Yeah,

complaining to your friends

lower out of loolhpicks. And I

easQy avoided Because to those

one should trj and not repeal

you're in a box with a fox?

that's a great thing to teach kids.

about how many pa|x-rs or proj-

swear the Brazilian keeps stealing

ofyou who don't know: \ll-night-

what they've done every other

I thought we were going to try to

ects you have to do in the com-

inyl-lmcr's(ilue."

ers might sound like a bad idea

exam week. Slacking.

up with Sam-I-Am for as long as
hedid;thatgirj waslikeanover

belter future general inns ..,

ing weeks.

I... that one was actually me).

and thats because thej are,

lust by changinga few winds,

Almost as bad of an idea as Paris

anything to the rest oi our

zealous cross-country runner

the fail thai the world is a cruel

I lilton speaking. At all. Ever.

life, right?

who keeps trying to convince

place [Santa doesn't exist, the

Sometimes this complaining
can get to be a little tixi much
when all you near during and

you thai running is a real spin i

Easter Runny isn't real, mommy

between classes is:

In real life he would have been

and the pool boy aren't just

stabbed by page two: "I think I'll

friends, etc. |, I have written my

slab you Sam-I-am. I'll cut you

own short children's story.

Union who think dial ill sign

And let's not forget the ugly

rm name on their science-fair

duckling: savior to outcasts and

reject excuselbraposter.it will

theater majors even where.

actually prevent me from drink-

Here we have a storv about a

ing ami driving.

social misfit who ends up being

"Hey you want a drink?" "Ob

1 just signed il to dear my

ment next Tuesday), look,
the guy made it quite clear he

I don't even know how be put

To help children deal with

seeing wini gets knocked out Bis)
in a "sack-fight"
Seeing as I'm still taking care ol

like three paper- to do Ibis

some police charges after putting

week. I don't even know what

my theory to work, I doubt this

the topics are!"

method w ill ever reaO) catch on.

"YcahVWcll I have to do two

And you've probably done it

(This guy has In-en in the

Hut back to my point If you

il should be settled simply li\

wrong class all year).
"So what? I need to make a

haven't done it already this

this entire conversation can be

ciiioiion.il breakdown.
Sadly, little can top the girl who

So I guess I can just say every-

It's tlOt like it's going to do

My warnings will go unheeded

applied to anyone on campus.

"Oh mv (iod, I totally have

its a sign ol sleep deprivation.

I hesc hn-akili iwns can be

Hi it why argue so much-'

bj freshmen, who will, without

I say everyone should just load

adoubt pull all-nighters right

Smrfcomments to Mwat
■eufdu

with my machete. I'll string you
out like my spaghetti."
I hen there's Goldilocks, your

Of***

ONLINE:

k
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column online at BGNews com1

GRILL ■ SUSHI - AMERICAN & CHINEESE FOOD

You Want it? We Got it!
Houses Available for Rent for 2007-2008

STUDENTS
GET 10% OFF
WITH STUDENT ID

422 CLOUGH 2BR Limit 2 people. Limit 2 cars.

146 MANVILLE 2BR Limit 3 people. Limit3 cars

S470.00 per month plus utilities, deposit S470.00

S700.00 per month plus utilities, deposit S700 00

Lease May 12,2007 to May 3,2008

Lease May 12,2007 to May 3,2008

(NOT VALID WITH COUPONS!

LUNCH BUFFET $5.75
Children .I 10: S3.00

DINNER BUFFET S7.95
Drink $1.05 Children .1-10: S5.00

Friday & Saturday
Crab Legs Night $8.95

TEL: (419) 353-1688
FAX: (419) 354-1689
1216 N. Main SI. (101
BOWLING GREEN
jjr

si MiAVAII DAY BUFFET $7.95

HOURS:

r -. i p...— -ir —i ,i-j^— -i1
I $1.00 OFF || $1.00 OFF |
ANY LUNCH

Mon.-Thurs.: 11:00am to 10:00pm
Fri & Sal. 11:00am to 10 30pm
Sunday: 11:00am to 9:00pm

ANY DINNER

I Old Town II Old Town I
■
Buffet
il
Buffet
■
II
| Expires Jan 20 2006 11 Eipi Jan. 20 2006 |
Open
Open
| Thanksgiving | | Thanksgiving |

L.

■■■■■■■§
More Parking & Entrance in Rear

_

Etomgfegj arc

,he

Graduate
You deserve an UPGRADE!

Studio apartments available!

424 CLOUGH 3BR Limit3 people. Limit3 cars.

146 1/2MANVILE 1BR Limit 2 people Limit 2 cars.

$705.00 per month plus utilities, deposit S705.00

S440 00 per month plus utilities, deposit S440.00

Lease May 12,2007 to May 3,2008

Lease May 12,2007 to May 3,2008

221 S. College 3BR. Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars.

150 1/2 MANVILLE 2BR. Limit 2 people. Limit 2 cars.

S8I6.00 per month plus utilities, deposit S816.00
Lease May 12,2007 to May 3,2008

$440 00 pet month plus utilities, deposit S440.00
Lease May 12. 2007 to May 3,2008

722 EIGHTH 3BR. Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars.

806 SCOTT HAMILTON 4BR Limit3people. Limit3cats.

$560.00 per month plus utilities, deposit $560.00.

SI,100.00 per month plus utilities, deposit SI,100 00 Lease May 12,

Lease May 12,2007 to May 3,2008

2007 to May 3,2008

629 ELM 3BR Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cats

830 SCOTT HAMILTON 3BR, 2 baths Limit 5 people.

$885.00 pet month plus utilities, deposit $885.00

Limit 5 cars S925.00 pet month plus utilities, deposit S925.00

Lease May 12,2007 to May 3.2008.

Lease May 12,2007 to May 3,2008

710 ELM 3BR. Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars.
$740.00 per month plus utilities, deposit $470.00.

605 SECOND #A 4BR. Limit 4 people Limit 4 cars.

Lease August 16,2007 to August 9, 2008

Lease August 16, 2007 to August 9, 2008

614 FOURTH 3BR Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars.
$840.00 per month plus utilities, deposit S840.00

715 SECOND 3BR Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars.
S795.00 pet month plus utilities, deposit $795.00

Lea'se May 12.2007 to May 3,2008

Lease May 12,2007 to May 3,2008

S780.00 per month plus utilities, deposit S780.00

219 W. Evers 3BR. Limit 3 people Limit 3 cars.

712 SECOND #B 2BR Duplex. Limit 2 people. Limit 2 cars.

$800.00 per month plus utilities, deposit $800.00.
Lease May 12.2007 to May 3,2008

S690.00 per month plus utilities, deposit $890.00

327 E. EVERS #A and #B Duplex 2BR each unit.
Limit 3 people Limit 3 cars. $690.00 per month plus Utilities.

723 SIXTH 3BR Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars.
S560 00 per month plus utilities, deposit $560.00

Lease August 16.2007 to August 9,2008

Lease May 12,2007 to May 3, 2008.

Lease August 16,2007 to August 9,2008

614 FOURTH 3BR. Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cats.

303 S. SUMMIT 4BR. Limit 5 people. Limit 5 cars.

$840.00 per month plus utilities, deposit $840 00.

SI, 140.00 per month plus utilities, deposit $1.140 00

Lease May 12.2007 to May 3.2008

Lease May 12,2007 to May 3, 2008.

117 GEORGIA 3BR Limit3 people. Limit 3 cars.

246 TROUP 4BR. Limit 3 people Limit 3 cars.
SI, 155.00 per month plus utilities, deposit SI.155.00

$840 00 per month plus utilities, deposit $840.00.
Lease May 12,2007 to May 3,2008.

Lease August 15,2007 to August 9, 2008

Summer, semester, or year leases • Stove, fridge, microwave, 25" TV
Low as $425 per month • Full cable W7HB0 - $20/month
Includes all utilities ■ Outdoor pool use
Laundry facilities • Fully furnished

232 LEHMAN 3BR. I 1/2 bath duplex. Limit 3 people.

329 E. WOOSTER #B 3BR. apt. Limit 3 people. Limrfl cars

Limit 3 cars. $620.00 per month plus utilities, deposit $620.00.

$620.00 per month plus utilities.

Lease August 16,2007 to August 9,2008

Lease May 12,2007 to May 3,2008

140 1/2 MANVILLE 2BR Limit 2 people. Limit 2 cars.
Above a garage $560.00 per month plus utilities, deposit $560 00
Lease August 16,2007 to August 9,2008

*

Condominiums torrent!

auWul ranch style condominiums

Eicellen! location for BGSU faculty

$650'mortth pte utMies

Stove, fridge, dishwasher, disposal

JOHN

NEWLOVE

II
II

ii !■
i 11

II

■i i ■

319 E. Wooster Street, Bowling Green, OH
(Located Across From Taco Bell)
RentaiI Office: 419-354-2260

Washer and dryer hoc* up

Jacuzzi tub in some units

Quiet tenants desired

Den/Office in some units

Hours: Mon. thru Fri. 8:30-5:30

Central air

www.|ohnnewloverealestale com

1or2Bedroom

www Bltwimcnri wgaoonaom n

Sat. 8:30-5:00

"We've got a place for everyone!"
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Sea lions
not so

Mother faces murder charges
By James Hannah

China

The Associated Press

Arnold

DAYTON, Ohio—Amother was
arrested on suspicion of murdering her month-old daughter
by putting the baby in a microwave oven.
China Arnold, 26, was jailed
Monday on a charge ol aggravated murder, more than a year
altri she brought her dead baby
to a hospital on Aug. 30, 2005,
police said.

\\e have reason to believe,
and we have some forensic evi
dence that is consistent with our
belief, that a microwave men
was used in thisde.iih." said ken

Bei/. director of the Montgomery
County coroners office.
He said the evidence included
high-heat internal Injuries and
the absence of external burn
marks on the baby. Paris Talley.
That conclusion is supported
by the Dayton police investiga
lion, he said, but be wouldn't
discuss the Case In detail because
charges haw been Bled.
The death was ruled a ftomi-

Dayton mothet
suspected of
microwaving baby

dde caused by hyperthennia,
or high body temperature. The
lack ol external burns ruled out
,m open llarne. scalding water,
heating pad or other possible
cause of death that would have
damaged the skin, Uet/said.
Arnold's lawyer, Ion Paul Won,
said she had nothing to do with
her daughter's death. She was
stunned when Investigators mid
hei that a microwave might have
been involved, he said.
China — as a mother and
a person
was horrified thai
such an act could occur." Rion
said.
Arnold was arrested initially
artei the baby's death, then
released.
Betz said the case was difficult
because "there is not a lot of scientific research and data on the

effect of microwaves on human
beings.
There was a lengthy investigation before prosecutors found
enough probable cause to issue

another arrest warrant, said Greg
Flannagan, a spokesman for the
county prosecutor's office.
The night before the bain was
taken to the hospital, Arnold and
the child's father went out for a
shorl lime and left Paris with a
bain sitter. Kion said,
I lie mother didn't sense any
thing out of the ordinary uniil
the next morning, when the
child was found unconscious,
Dion said.
We're very curious as to why
now — some year-and-a-half
later — police are now looking
at China." he said.
The microwave was taken
as evidence, police Sgt. GatJ
White said.
"The microwave oven is definitely part of the investigation." he said.
Municipal
fudge
Hill
l.iltlejohn set Arnold's bond
yesterda) at SI million.

investigators searching for answers
By Tom Hays
The Associated Press

NEW YORK
Mayor Michael
Bloomberg met yesterday with
the famih ol the man who was
killed on bis wedding day In
a barrage ol police gunfire as
he left his bachelor party and
investigators questioned a third
civilian witness
Three days after the fatal
encounter, it remained unclear
why four detectives and one
police officer opened lire while
conducting an undercover
operation at a strip dub.

The unidentified witness was
on a darkened block in Queens
when five police officers killed
23-year-old Sean Bell and
injured two friends as the three
sai inside a car, officials said.
There are two other civilian
witnesses: One woman on the
streel who sa\s she saw otli
cers firing their weapons, and
a second woman who from

rl

Michael
Bloomberg
New York mayor
met with family
of murder victim

her window spoiled a man
running away from the area
around the linn- ol the shooting. Investigators are Irving to
determine if thai man had been
with the three who were shot.
Yesterday, Bloomberg wenl to
the Bell family's Queens church.
where he niel lor ahoul an hour
with the parents and fiancee of
the \ i( lim. along with the Rev.
AI Sharplon. The mayor then
mei ai a restaurant with about

ill community leaders.
The mayor held a similar meeting Monday ai City
Hall ill which he declared
that officers appeared In use
CXI essive force" when Bell
was killed hours before his

playful

wedding.

He stood

by his

comments yesterday.
"I am a civilian. I am not a
professional law enforcement
officer," he said. "I used the
word excessive and dial's fine,
That was my personal opinion.
Il may turn out to be thai it was
not excessive."
Councilman lames Sanders
Ir. of Queens said he warned
Bloomberg ahoul possible
unrest.
"1 alerted the mayor that the
temperature on the streets has
increased to a large degree," he
said. "While we are sitting in
these meetings, a lot of people
are out on the streets."
Police
Commissioner
Raymond Kelly said some ten
Sion was Inevitable because
of "the nature of what police

departments do

we ai real

people, we give them summonses, we're the bearers of bad
news, we use force and some11 mi s we use deadly force."

By Marcus Wohlienq
Associated Press Writer

TONYMJAK

SAN FRANCISCO —Tourists
flock to Fisherman's Wharf
for the seafood and the stunning views rif San Francisco
Bay, but for many visitors, the
real stars are the dozens of
playful, whiskered sea lions
that lounge by the water's
edge, gulping down fish.
Now a series of sea-lion
attacks on people in recent
months has led experts to warn
that tile animals arc not as cute
and cuddly as ihey appear.
"People should understand
these animals are out there not
to attack people or humans.
But they're out there to survive for themselves," said lim
Oswald, a spokesman for the
Marine Mammal Center across
the Golden Gate Bridge from
San Francisco.
In the most frightening of
tlu- recent episodes, a rogue
sea lion bit 14 swimmers this
month and chased 10 more out
of the water at San Francisco's
Aquatic Parkashcltcred lagoon
near the bay. AI leasl one victim
suffered puncture wounds.

'■■ II '

ON THE DEFENSE: Sharen Gravelle looks at attorney Richard Drucker during the
prosecutor's opening statement yesterday in Norwalk Ohio Opening statements began
yesterday for the Gravelles. who are charged with 16 counts of felony child endangering
and eight nwdemeanoi child endangering charges. The Giavelles are accused of locking
some of their 11 adopted special-needs children in cages.
ByJoeMilicia
The Associated Press
NORWALK. Ohio — A couple
on trial for putting some of
their 11 adopied.special needs
children in cages are guilty
only of loving (hem, a defense
attorney said yesterday in his
opening statement.
"Eleven is a strain, a huge
si lain, bul they did it for
the riglu reason," said Ken
Myers, attorney for Sharen
Gravelle who. along with her
husband, Michael Gravelle,
are charged with 16 counts
of felony child endangering and eight misdemeanor
child endangering charges
The children ranged in age
from one to M when authorities
removed them in September
2005 from the Gravelles' home
in rural Wakeman about 00
miles west ol Cleveland. The

youngsters were placed in foster
care lasi fall.
The couple, who losl custody
in March, have repeatedly said
tin- enclosures were necessary
to keep the children from banning themselves or one another.
I he children have problems
such as fetal alcohol syndrome
and a disorder that involves eating nonfood items.
I luron County Prosecutor
Russell letter told jurors not to
get hung up on semantics.
"It's about chicken wire and

OUR NURSES DON'T JUST WORK IN HOSPITALS.
THEY RUN THEM.
»

wooden boards, being literally
cooped up, hotter than blazes
in summer, an amazingly shrill
alarm and little fingers trying to
tear wire," Lefler said.
Icfler described punishments that the children allegedly received, including being
confined to the cages, being
forced to eat peanut butter for
weeks and having their beads
dunked inaloilel.
Myers defended the use of the
enclosed beds, which be said
were no smaller than an average
bunk bed.
"Some of the kids thought
they (the cages) were cool
because it felt like being in a
fortress," Myers said.
Myers told jurors that the day
the children were removed from
the Gravelle home, sheriff's Lt.
Randy Sommers reported that
he saw no signs of physical or
emotional abuse.
"The children wire taken

Some scientists speculate
that Ihe animals' aggressive
behavior is being caused by

eating fish contaminated by
toxic algae, or by a shortage of
fcxxl off the coast But wildlife
experts say even healthy sea
lions are IxM left alone.
In Southern California in
lune. a sea lion charged several
people on Manhattan Beach
and bit a man before waddling
Into the water and swimming
away. In Berkeley, a woman
was hospitalized bsl spring
after a sea lion took a chunk

because be doesn't like the way
the beds looked." Myers said.
Myers told jurors that the
children were in poor shape
when Michael. 57. and Sharen
Gravelle, 58, adopted them
and that Huron County knew
about the cages for years but
did nothing.
"They did what was yeoman's
work, what they thought was
God's work and Ibis is what
they get for it." Myers said as he
entered the courthouse.

out of her leg.
Last year, a group of sea
lions took over a Newport
Beach marina and caused
a vintage 50-foot yacht to
capsize when they boarded
il. And a lifeguard in Santa
Barbara was bitten three
times while swimming off F.I
Capital! State Beach.

Preferred
Properties Co.
*

Houses That Feel Like Homes
wwwprete>redpropertiescocotn

MAKE YOUR HOME AT:
•
•
•
■

Fox Run Apts.
• Mini Mall Apts.
Piedmont "Under Renovation"
• Triplex
Updated Birchwood
• Houses
small pets allowed
see our website or
call tor more details

ft*
SIUT

umwu
mist

SPACIOUS
BEDROOMS

OFFICE HOURS
Mon-Frl: 8-12 & 1-4:30
530 S. Maple St. 419-352-9378

MURPHY
USA*
Sh©* Your

BGSU ID

We have Id COM Beverages
snacks, and much more

- AND GET

fVE«v

G

AUOW OF

GA^

Are your cellular minuter
running low?
Check our our great deals
on prepaid cellular
Stop in and check out
our other great offers

Combining your nursing education with Army ROTC means you'll graduate with the skills of a nurse and the respect of
an Officer, a leader of the U.S. Army

♦ 3* OFF

BECOME AN ARMY 0

POSTED GAS
MUCEWtrHYOW

BGSU 10
Leadership, Friendship & Opportunities! Find out if you have what it takes to become one of the best nurses in the world.
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Browns are in
bad shape, Cavs
need to step up

That's all she wrote
WOMEN'S B BALL
Falcons make first
appearance in polls
BG has made its way onto

Problems
addressed
Brandon

agent. Charles Sharon, was signed to
the lacksonville laguar's from their
practice team. Sharon is BCi's all-time
leading receiver with 3,450 yards and
232 receptions in his four seasons as
a Falcon.
Not to be left out of the action, former BG standout Omar Jacobs found
a new home with the Philadelphia
Fagles practice team last week. His
acquisition was made shortly after
the team sent starting quarterback
Donovan McNabb to the disabled list,
creating the need for a third quarterback in the system behind leff Garcia
and A.I. Eeeley
"It's been nothing but love." Jacobs
said. "Guys work hard and there's a
great atmosphere is the locker room."
Jacobs left BG with one year of eligibility remaining to pursue a career in
the NFL, but met a setback when he
was cut from the Pittsburgh Steelers
in early September. Since then, lacobs
has been evaluated by eight different NFL teams, finally landing in

Here we are again Browns fans.
What the hell happened to the
Browns? When did Braylon
Hdwards turn into this brash,
outspoken jerk? When did these
guys start yelling each other on
the sidelines? When did they not
score — against the Bengals?
last Sunday's game was absolutely horrendous — even more
horrendous than the previous
Sunday. The Bengals gave up 42
points in one half in a game this
year—the Browns couldn't score
one point in two halves.
Not to knock the Bengals and
their talent, but the Browns really
crapped the bed. Charlie Frye
looked like he was still playing
at Willarcl 1 ligh School and the
defense looked like they were
a middle school team playing
against the '95 San Francisco
rlSeiS, I lie Browns are the lowest
of the low right now
This team seems to be going
nowhere and the coaching staff
is having trouble with players keeping their mouths shut.
If Romeo is one of the no-nonsense guys that the Patriots have
bred throughout the past few
seasons, he should discipline
Braylon Edwards or at least tell
him to shut up.
I don t care if Hdwards was yelling at other guys using Charlie's
jersey as an example. If he's a
grown adult he should know that
people respond better to criticism when you aren't berating
them on the sideline and using
other guys as visual aides.
If this team cares so much
about winning, they aren't showing il. The owner is off buying
English soccer teams and is
barely ever around. The town is
his personal ATM. Cleveland is a
football town. If the Browns went
0-16, they would still sell a good
portion of the next year's seats.
There is a waiting list to get
season tickets and personal
seat licenses because they are
so popular. If Cleveland wants
a winner. Pans ought to start
boycotting because
Randy
Soccer Ho\ lemer doesn't care
about winning football games.
Yes, I made that nickname up.
Consider it copyright.
Across town at "Trie Q," there is
a team that has the second best
record In the East hut is playing
without any urgency at all. The
(avaUers should lie a one or two
loss team. They continue to play
like garbage against teams like
Atlanta, Charlotte, Boston, and
Indiana. Those teams will not
likely make the playoffs. Even the
games they win. they have a hard
time starting or finishing.
Lebron lames has played
well, but the leadership has
not been there. This team,
should take charge and stomp
the league's lower-tier teams.
I'm not a fan of running up the
score but when you're up 1>
at half-time, go out and keep;
doing what you're doing.
I don't know if it's Mike Brown's
style io do this, but I constantly
notice the Cavs trying to use the
whole shot clock and take perimeter jump-shots in the second
half when they have double-digit
leads. This is especially frustrating when the likes of James. Sasha
Pavlovic and Daniel Gibson have
showed great speed and power
when slashing to the basket.
On a good note, Damon lones
looks substantially better than he
did last season. I was one of his
smallest fans last year and I've
come around to his newfound
hustle and energy. He can fire
up all the threes he wants if he's
moving around the offensive
end and getting back on defense
instead of watching his shot with
a smirk on his face.
Congratulations to the Ohio
State University basketball team
for falling into the No. 1 slot in the
rankings by default. While they
have played well without Greg
Oden, they were lucky to have all
the teams in front of them lose.
I will talk smack in this column

See ALUMNI | Page 9

See COLUMN | Page 9

By Colin Wilson
Assistant Spoils Editor

the Week 4 USA Today
Rankings with a debut at No.
24. The early appearance
may be due to the Falcons'
growing popularity from last
season and their tougher
schedule. BG beat Temple
86-67 last Friday in their only
game. Their record is now
4-1.

SCHEDULE
TODAY
Women's Basketball:
vs. Oakland; 7 p.m.

OUR CALL
On the way up
BGSU Women's
Basketball: After laying the
lumber on Temple
Friday, these
girls have made
their way into the
national spotlight with a No.
24 ranking.

On the way down
Unsung heroes of the
BG football team: For a
team who had no
real star power at
the beginning of
the season, two
all-MAC players along with
one second-teamer have the
Falcons on the map.

The List
The BG News gives five
reasons why Chicago Bulls
forward Ben Wallace (below)
should be allowed to wear
his headband.

After a long, somewhat disappointing season, BGSU football coach
Gregg Brandon wants to put it all
behind him, focus on what his team
did well and focus on next year.
"I'm not dwelling on thcwinsand
losses anymore, the negativity that
came out of this season as a result
of the losing record is what it is,"
Brandon said. "I'm not dwelling on
it, there are a lot of good things that
we accomplished."
Brandon is right. After a homecoming win over Eastern Michigan
on Oct. 14, BG stood at 4-3, had
decent quarterback play, a hardnosed running game and a do it all
receiver to go with a tough defense.
It seemed as though the Falcons
could still do well in the MidAmerican Conference standings
and maybe clinch a bowl berth.
That all changed — the falcons
finished 4-8 and lost their last five
games of the season. The season
began to unravel in Mt. Pleasant
on Oct. 19 when the falcons fell to
Central Michigan, 31-14. Brandon
admitted the team expected some
growing pains.
"I didn't want to go into the season and call it a building year but
that's what it was," he said. "I think
we were fortunate enough to win
some of those early games as young
as we were and we just ran out of
gas in the end."
Wit h t he offseason comes recru iting responsibilities for the Falcons.
Brandon said he'll recruit at all
positions but some will be recruited
more heavily than others. His main
areas of concern are the secondary
and linebacking core on defense.
On offense Brandon was somewhat
satisfied but he expressed a desire
for a game-breaking running back.
"We need a fast, make you miss
type guy, you know a Garrett Wolfe
type," Brandon said." We need to
get a guy that can come in and be
that guy for us like PJ, Pope was."
As far as special teams goes,
Brandon is content to help the
current kicker and punter develop
rather than bring in more recruits.
"Our punter and kicker are going
See FOOTBALL | Page 8

BRANDON HEISS

QB CAROUSEL Three
different players saw time at the
OB position this season. It will
be an open competition next
season to decide who starts.
INCONSISTENT: After
playing well early. BG lost its last
five games to finish with a 4-8
record.
SPECIAL PROBLEMS:
Blocked punts and kicks and bad
coverage plagued the special
teams unit for the Falcons.
YOUTH: The Falcons'
abundance of young players
hurt their endurance at the end
of the season.

BRANDON HEISS

head. How is he supposed
to keep it in check without a

Omar Jacobs

P.J.Pope

headband.

He is one of the most prolific

BGSU's third leading rusher

players in school history and

has signed with Green Bay and

has made his way onto the

has already seen some special

Eagles' practice squad.

teams action.

Ben. how is he supposed
to absorb all the sweat he
works up.
3. Style: This dude is
stylish, he's got swagger, you
cant take away part of his
gig, that's how he rolls.

4. Freedom: What is so
bad about headbands? He

■

TOP: BG players look dejected during the final seconds of a loss against Temple: MIDDLE: Anthony Tuner eludes an Akton defender
on Nov. 4. Tutnet had an up and down yeat: BOTTOM LEFT: Pete Winovich rests during the game against TenipV BOTTOM
RIGHT: BG coach Gregg Biandon paces the sidelines In BG's game against Wisconsin

giant hedge of hair on his

who works as hard as Big

'.;.',

SEASON OF CHANGE

1. Afro: The guy has a

2. Sweat: For a guy

'

Charles Sharon
The leading receiver in school
history. Sharon spent time on
the Jaguars practice squad
before being signed by the club.

Three Falcons sign
contracts in a week

should have the right to rock
one. Why would they make a
stupid team rule like that?

By John Turner
Sports Editor

5. He's Ben Wallace:
He leaves the team that
made him successful to
come to Chicago and they
act like his mom and tell him
what to wear...what's that
bologna?

While current BG football players have
struggled through
recent weeks, a few
from last year's team
have
found better fortunes as
their dreams of playing In the NFL arc
being realized.
The first to be signed to an NFL
roster was BG's third all-time rushing leader. P.). Pope. Pope had spent
the fall on the Chicago Bears practice
squad when he got the call to play
for the Packers while in a Chicago
mall. Leaving the Windy City wasn't
an easy decision, but for Pope the
chance to play on Sunday was too
great to pass up.
"I was excited but at the same time
1 had a decision to make whether
or not to stay |in Chicagol or go,"
Pope said. "Everything in Green Bay
is going good though — I'm getting
along great with everyone."
Soon after, another un-drafted free
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Rugby season ends rather
abruptly at Ball State
ByChriiVoloichuk
Reporter
After winning their qualifying
games in the first round Of the
National Collegiate Tournament

|wki at Ball State, the BGSU club
rugby team ended their season
somewhat prematurely,
The semifinals, held in
1 Ikliai i. Ind., on Nov. II and
12. pitted the falcons against
Wisconsin Stout, and later
against Ohio University.
Up 12-0 at halftime against
Stout, BG let the lead slip away
In the second half and lost the
game 17-12.
The loss placed IK '• into a consolation game against (II I. which
hadn't beaten ltd since WHO. The
Bobcats stunned the defending Mid-American Conference
champions 38-34, ending the
fall season for the falcons. BG
ends the fall season at 211.
According to coach Roger
Mazzarella, after winning the
qualifying games, the falcons
got some time off from the playing field, and that caused them

to lose some of their edge. Also,
some hackfield changes before
the semis led to a bad weekend.
"During the games, we were
thinking it was in the bag,"
Ma//arellasaid. "We made the
mistake of taking a week off,
and didn't have practice for
a couple of days. In the end,
people were trying to win the
games on their own."
"I've been the head coach for
22 years, and 1 learned a valu
able lesson," Mazzarella continued. "Don't change what you've
been doing. It was a mistake to
have a weekend off."
But even with the losses, there
were still some positives to look
at from the first half of the year.
"We lost 17 guys from last
spring," Mazzarella said. "We
weren't expected to accomplish
very much. But to play the way
we did and to win the way we
did was really something."
Next up for lit i rugby will be a
string ol games in the southern
pan of the country next month,
against Vanderbilt. ITorida State
University. Alabama and others,

FOOTBALL
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to be good players. I don't want
to invest more scholarships
in those positions right now,"
Brandon said. "|Alonso| liojas
will develop, I think he'll be
OK and I think |Sean| Ellis
will too. He just has to growup and mature, get stronger."
Brandon also addressed
the team's inability to reiver
well on special teams. The
abundance
of offensive
and defensive starters who
spent time on special teams
was one problem he found.
Although the best players
available were on the field,
they may not have had the

energy to pby as many downs
as they did.
"We always want to play
our best players, the problem
you get into is that when it
gets late in the season and
t hose best players are starters
on your offense and defense
you need to manage your
reps," Brandon said.
As far as the quarterback position is concerned,
Brandon still has confident e

in Anthony Turner.
"AnthonyTurner is.t very
talented football player."

WWWBGNEWS.COM

he said. "Anthony has lo
demonstrate that he can do
what our past quarterbacks
have done here and that is
lead us to bowl games and
championships and he has

yet to do that."
Brandon was very clear
that there will be equal
opportunity for all quarterback candidates to become
the starter heading into
next season.
"In the spring they'll' all
going to get an opportunity
to compete and win the job,"
Brandon said. "Whoever the
Howling Green quarterback
is. that's what I'm asking
that kid to do — to put us in
the championship, to win a
championship, and take us
to the bowl game."
Brandon expressed a lot of
enthusiasm in the talent of
tin1 young players. The offseason will be a new experience for the freshmen.
"Those kids are young and
willing, they were just inexperienced," Brandon said.
"None of these freshmen that
played for us this year have
been through an offseason,
have been through a spring
ball, have any idea what it
takes to play at t his level. This
season they found out.''

NOW AVAILABLE
SEMESTER LEASI

Marshall player remembers not
making fateful trip
AKIiON, Ohio IAP) — People
thought Ion Calvin was dead.
The defensive end on the 1970
Marshall University football team
was initially listed by reporters as
one of 37 players killed when the
plane carrying the team home
from a game crashed outside of
I luntington, W.Va.
Some even sent (iilvins mother

flowers,
But Calvin, who had a slightly
sprained knee, didn't make the trip
ii 11 ast (arolina University on Nov.
14,1970. Without explanation and
to his disappointment, his coaches kept the then-sophomore off
the trip.
"I've always wondered why I
wasn't on that plane." he told the
Akron Beacon journal's Bob Dyer
for a column yesterday.
Calvin, who works at Goodyear
lire & Rubber Co. as the director
of supply chain, had never given
Interviews about the crash, regarded the worst tragedy in American

sports history
An upcoming movie starring
Matthew McConaughey called
"We Are Marshall" has sparked
memories for the Cuyahoga l-'alls
native. The film, which focuses
on how the university recovered
after the crash, opens nationally
Dec. 22.
When Calvin goes to Marshall
In mid-December for a special
screening, it will be the first
time he has been to the campus
since the crash, which killed 75
people in all — players, coach
es, boosters, college officials
and the flight crew.
"This thing is really going to lie

emotional," he said.
Among those who died was
Calvin)) former roommate, Al
Savior, a high school classmate he
knew since seventh grade.
(larvin said he learned about the
crash on television, called his parents to say he was OK and ran to
the crash site to try to help.
The only assistance needed was
liis help identifying victims at a
makeshift morgue at a National
Guard armory at the airport. Most
ol the players' families were too far
away to do it.
"I was up there all night," he
said, "ft went on and on. I lere I
am, 19, You grow up real fast."
Calvin said he still thinks about
the crash every day but has gotten
over some of the effect, such as a
fear of flying, something his job
requires him to do often.
"1 always say a little prayer to
myself on every takeoff and every
landing," he said "To think I fly
from hen1 to Sidney, Australia—16
hours over water — I don't know
how I could do that. But I do. That
part of it I've overcome."
Calvin lost a lucrative job
the summer after the crash
and couldn't afford to return to
Marshall. He enrolled at Kent
State University and, because he
paid his own way by working at
Goodyear, gave up sports.
"Back then there wasn't anything called counseling," he
said when asked whether he
suffers from survivor's guilt. "I've
always wondered why I wasn't
on that plane.
"I don't have any guilt. 1 was
mad that 1 wasn't going," he said.
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A Place to call Home
Resort style living without the resort style price tag!

KISS ME

JIMMY
JOHNISH
■Private shuttle to & from campus
•2 resort style pools & 2 oversized Jacuzzis
•3 high pressure tanning domes
•HUGE 24 hr fitness center
•Washer & dryer in every apartment
•Free internet in every bedroom
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WORLD'S GREATEST SANDWICH DELIVERY

Leasing up fast for Fall 2007
Limited time only:

No money down
a $225 savings

877.819.6802
\ = \ 70B Napoleon Rd. Bowling Green • www.collsgeparktMeb.com (^\

ask
about our

10/10
special

1616 E. WOOSTER AVE.
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SUBS SO FAST
YOU'LL FREAKI
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Nugent's confidence has brought success to the Jets
ByD.nniiWa.uk Jr.
The Associated Press
HEMPSTEAD, N.Y. - Mike
Nugent measured his steps and
gazed at his target 54 yards away.
I le knew he was going to make
the field goal.
The New York lets' secondyear kicker high-fived holder
Bell Graham as the hall sailed
through the uprights easily for a
career-long field goal, just as he
imagined seconds earlier.
"If you don't have confidence
in yourself, you might as well
nol even be out on the field,"
said the soft-spoken and mildmannered Nugent, a Centerville.
Ohio, native who played al (Ihlo
State. "If you're the only one in
the whole stadium dial has confidence in yourself, well, that's
the most you need on the field
to do your job."
Nugent tied a career high with

four field goals in the lets' 26-11
win over Houston on Sunday
and made a big statement with
his 54-yarder that was plenty
long and 1 yard shy of the team
record.
"It was all that turkey,"
Graham jokingly shouted in
his Australian accent as he
strolled past Nugent's crowded locker Monday.
"Mike really nailed it," coach
Eric Mangini added. "Mike is
the type of guy that everybody
cheers for because of the way
he works, the way he cares.

"If you don't have confidence in
yourself, you might as well not even be
out on the field."
Mike Nugent | New York Jets Kicker
He's easy to root for. Obviously,
everybody wants three points,
but aside from that, it's just
good to see him hit that type of
field goal."
Questions about Nugent's leg
strength started to creep in after
he struggled to reach the end
zone on kickoffs. He was also 0for-3 on field goals of f>0 or more
yards in his young career.
lint similar to a relief pitcher
in baseball, Nugent has learned
to have a short memory, never
allowing one bad kick to linger
He also refuses to let doubts
about his abilities affect him.
"II you're doing your job on
the field, then you're going to get
to keep doing what you do, do
what you do best and what you
love," he said.
With his small stature — he's
5-foot-9 and IH2 pounds — and
boyish looks, Nugent can easily he mistaken for a reporter or
equipment manager in the lets'
locker room. On the field, he has
stood tall for yens
Nugent set or lied 22 school
records at Ohio State, where he
established a reputation for having a powerful and accurate leg.
Those credentials made him one

Henry's breath test
results thrown out
BAT AVIA, Ohio (API — A judge
has thrown out the results of a
breath test in a drunken driving
case against Cincinnati Bengals
receiver Chris Henry.
Carol
Rowe,
assistant
Clermont County prosecutor,
told Municipal Court ludge
Victor Haddad that she had
concluded the results were
unreliable. Alter discussions
with Henry's lawyer, she said
she agreed the equipment used
to perform the test did not comply with state requirements.
Haddad signed off on dropping the results Monday, a day
after Henry caught two touchdown passes in the Bengals' 300 win in Cleveland.
The test hud shown Henry
had a blood-alcohol level of
0.092 percent after being pulled
over In lune, above the state's
legal limit of 0.08.
A jury still will hear testimony from State Highway Patrol
trooper Michael Shimko, who
in tested Henry, during a trial
set for Feb. 15. Henry has been
charged with operating a vehicle under the influence of alcohol and speeding.
Haddad set Henry's bond at
S10,000 on Monday and ordered
him to report twice a month to
the county's probation department The judge ordered him
not to use alcohol or drugs and
to undergo testing as a condition of his bond. He can continue driving as long as he blows

TONY DEJAK

TO THE HOUSE: Bengals receiver
Chns Henry catches a touchdown a;
Cleveland Sunday Henry had the breath
test results thrown out by the judge in his
drunken driving case.

of the highest-drafted kickers in
the last 23 years when the lets
took him in the second round,
47th overall, in 2005.
Big things were obviously
expected, but his NI-'L career got
off to a dubious start. Nugent's
first field-goal attempt was
blocked in the opener against
Kansas City, hut he rebounded
to have a decent rookie season.
He made 22 of 28 field goals,
including a 49-yarder in the season finale against Buffalo.
Nugent then had a horrific
opening game this season in a
23-16 win at Tennessee, missing two of his three field-goal
attempts and an extra point.
"liven though I had that
Tennessee game, I'm glad we got
the win, and my teammates are
so supportive, ii's unbelievable,"
Nugent said.
Until Sunday, Nugent had
missed his only try from 50 this
season — a 52-yarder at windy
Cleveland four weeks ago. I le
was 0-for-3 in his career from
50-plus yards when Mangini
and special teams coordinator
Mike Westhoff let Nugent try
one Sunday.
"The warmups went really

ALUMNI
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Philadelphia.
Only one of the three, Pope,
has had the fortune to make
his NFI. regular season debut.
I'ope goi in Green Bay's game
against Minnesota on special
teams, which he described as a
"pretty cool" experience.
With another level of play,
comes another level of expectations as the trio continually
pushes themselves to adjust to
the professional level.
"I'll just keep working hard
and wait for my chance," I'ope
said. "I'll help the team wherever I can."
But with new teams come
new coaches, new systems and
new terminology.
"It's the same plays but how
they call certain things (that's
tough I," lacobs said, "like
when they say 'banana,' 1 have
to know what that means."
lacobs cited the impor-

well, so I was thinking, 'lust hit
it like I did during warmups,'"
Nugent recalled. "I knew I had
to do my job."
Besides
the
54-yarder,
Nugent made kicks of 23, 34
and 40 yards Sunday. He also
booted three kickoffs into the
end zone on a day when the
wind wasn't much of a factor.
Nugent also showed some
toughness, making an openfield tackle on Dexter Wynn
during a kickoff return.
"It wasn't just a tackle, it was
a great hit, too," special teams
ace Brad Smith said. "He did
a great job of doing his job all
day long."
Nugent hasn't had many
opportunities to make his
mark in games, converting 12
of 15 attempts, tied for the
fewest kicks in the NFL
"I'd say that's probably the
main reason it might be kind
of a tough thing, because you
can kick one field goal and
then maybe none for the next
two games," he said. "But
when you get called upon,
that's the time you have to
perform at your best."
• The lets had two opportunities to try for 50-yard
field goals against Chicago
two weeks ago, but Mangini
decided instead to punt. New
York was shut out 10-0, and
many wondered if the coach's
confidence in Nugent had
been shaken.

JULIE JAC0BSON

tance of his and other players' success at the next level
to HCSU and the future of
Falcon athletics.
"It's great for the University
and the Ifootball] team's
recruiting that they can point
to guys like us," lacobs said.
The three have remained
in close contact since training
camp, keeping each other posted and making congratulatory
phone calls in recent weeks.
"I'm just happy for everybody else, that they're out there
doing something instead of sitting around, hoping and wishing," lacobs said.
Pope echoed the words of his
former quarterback, but added
that they need to focus in and
make the best of this once in a
lifetime opportunity.
"I'm happy to see we've all
got chance," Pope said. "I think
hard work pays off and teams
are noticing we're all talented
players. Hopefully everyone
takes their chance and runs
with it."
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and guarantee a Tar 1 leel victory tonight. OSl) may be the best
football team around (I have a
really displeased, sour look on
my race), but North Carolina
will always own the hardwood.
To close this masterpiece, I'd
like to chide Scott Skiles and
the Chicago Bulls. Why can't
Big Ben wear a headband? This
guy has a lot of street cred and
has earned the right to keep
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so that every row, column

guessing or math involved.
Just use logic to solve
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To play: Complete the grid

the digits 1 to 9. There is no
himself from getting sweat in
bis eyes. This would be like telling Horace Grant not to wear
goggles or telling lohn Stockton
to wear longer shorts or telling
Anthony Mason not to shave
weird designs in his hair. This
is a crime.
The NBA has done a good
job the past few seasons to reshape their image, but this is
just a little too much. Give Big
Ben a break.

7

3

and every 3x3 box contains

into a breath-test ignition interlock device.
Henry and his attorney
declined to comment to reporters as they left the courtroom.
Six Bengals have been
arrested this year on various
charges. Henry, 23, has been
arrested four times since last
December. He has pleaded
guilty to marijuana possession and a gun charge and
has line other case pending.
He was suspended for two
games and fined $20,000earlier
this season for violating NFL
policies on conduct and substance abuse.
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STRAIGHT THROUGH: Ne» York Jets place kicker Mike Nugent (1) Mows through on a
40-yard field go* as Ben Graham holds against the Houston T. •
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Create and solve your
Sudoku puzzles for FREE.
Jlar super sudoku and win prl«s *

PRIZESUDOKUXON

Send comments to Colin at
cnvilso@lbgstt.edu

NOW LEASING FOR 2007 EgXSSSSSSL
CAMPBELL HILL
APARTMENTS

FRAZEEAVE.&
EAST MERRY

COLUMBIA
COURTS

818 & 808 N. Enterprise)

MERCER MANOR
APARTMENTS

2 & 3 BEDROOM TOWNHOUSES

REMODELED / 2 BEDROOMS

3 BEDROOMS

3 BEDROOMS

3 BEDROOMS

HEINZ (424 Frazee

♦ Furnished

♦ 2 Full Bathrooms

♦ 2 Full Bathrooms

♦ 2 Full Bathrooms

♦ 1 Half &1 Full Bath

♦ Newer Kitchen Cabinets

♦ Air Conditioning

♦ Furnished

♦ Full Basement

♦ Tile Floors

♦ Furnished

♦ Air Conditioning

♦ Washer/Dryer

♦ Newer Appliances

♦ Spacious

♦ FREE WIRELESS INTERNET

♦ Close to Campus

♦ Newer Carpet

♦ Close to Campus

♦ FIREPLACES

♦ Plenty of Parking

♦ Newer Windows

♦ FREE WIRELESS INTERNET

♦ Laundry on-site

♦ Air Conditioned

♦ Furnished Units Available

♦ Fireplaces in Select Units

♦ Close to Campus

♦ 2 BGSU Shuttle Stops

♦ Close to Campus

♦ Laundry On-Site

♦ Plenty of Parking

♦ 2 Laundromats

♦ Laundry on Site

♦ Microwaves
♦ Dishwashers

GREENBR BAR, INC.

Starting af

♦ Microwave, Dishwasher
& Garbage Disposal

^S750/mo.^N
\ . + utilities - \

419-352-0717

♦ 2 Full Bathrooms
♦ Air Conditioning
♦ FREE WIRELESS INTERNET
♦ FIREPLACES
♦ Laundry on-site
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦

BGSU Shuttle Stop
Furnished
Close to Campus
Plenty of Parking
Microwave, Dishwasher
& Garbage Disposal
Starting at

{

':$765/mo. >
^+ utilities^
—
—-

www.greenbriarrentals.com
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s success at CMU is seen nationally
\IOll\l I'! I VSANT, Mich.
(AP) — When liii.in Kell) gol
to Central Mil higan, the campus community hoped hecouM
bring tl»' Chippewas some rare
football success.
He may have succeeded too
well,
In his ihircl yi'.n In Mount
Pleasant, Kellj has the traditionally hapless Chippewas
heading tci Thursday's MidAmerican Conference chain
pionship game and the Dec.
26 Motor Citj Bowl, both at
i UKI Held In i letroit. I he latter
will he the programs Brsl bowl
appearance since the 1994 I at
Vegas Bowl.
I he Chippewas head inlci
Thursday's MAI dde game
against ohm with .\\> M 4 record,
including an HI mark in the
, onferem e.
"People wrote ofl this program
.is .i joke," said senior offensive
tackle loe Staley "And now we're
playing in the biggest games

The Daily Crossword Fix

I've ever been associated with,
and that's because of coach. He
came in here from day one and

a loi more than playing football.

pleached

the field.

the

same

message

— do the right things on and off
KeDycameto Central Michigan

"That had to be the first step,
we

could

change the

results on the field."
Central Michigan won its first

nili's at (irand\alley State, which

seven conference games, clinch-

gave him instant credibility with

ing the MAC West Division with

i

"We knew he was a winner,"

in emotional 31-7 rout of archrival Ucsicin Michigan.

said jimiin linehackei Red Keith,

That was an exciting night,"

We had to believe In his plan.

said first-year athletic director

because he had been there and

I lave I leeke. 'The first sellout in

we hadn't.

People here didn't

inn remodeled stadium, and a

how 10 win. We always

chance to heat our rivals to win

know

expected 1" lose. Now we expect
to win."

the championship.
"It's a

After going 4-7 in his first season. Kelly led the Chippewas in
a 6-5 record in 2005, the schools
liist winning season since 1998.

great

time

to

he a

I hippewa, and Brian is the kev
figure in that."
i he

newfound

success has

team, which will become the

Hi -si few months just trying to

first Michigan team to play in

change the structure," Kellj said.

the Motor (ilv Howl. Not all the

We had to develop a champi-

attention has heen what I leeke

onship culture, and that means

hoped to see.

Tucker out for season with undisclosed illness
of his illness was alter returning

righttackleRyan Tuckeru ill miss

to the team Nov. H, saj ing it was

the rest ol the season because nl

irrelevant. He had said he was

an undisclosed Illness,
linker was placed on the
non-football illness list yes
terday aftet missing the second half ol Sunday's 30-0 loss
against Cincinnati,
Tucker, a team captain, started
nine games this year bul missed

hack to normal.

two because of the illness: (hi

29 against the New Vork lets and
Nov.5at San Diego.
The
31-year-old
Tucker
wouldn't reveal what the nature

Tucker had heen Cleveland's

steadiest member of an offensive
line that has been in constant

kelley injured his knee Sunday
against Cincinnati. He appeared

sound changes in recent years.

in II games and had 22 tackles.

lout seasons.
I he Browns also made a series

of other moves,
They placed defensive lineman Ethan Kelley on injured
reserve, signed free-agent

Parker

was

waived

at

1
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10
14
15
16
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23
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28
31
35
36
39
41
42
43
46

47
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49
51
53
54
62
63
64
66
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71

Trident feature
Sheds
Pound or Frost
Small buffalo
Olds model
Fixed charge
Gl's meal
"Science of Logic" philosopher
Como_Usted?
Two doctors
Post-dusk
Compass dir.
Festoon
Russian chess master
Of an abdominal pain
Actor Chaney
Two doctors
A single time
Strong string
Pig vittles
Two doctors
Ames and Asner

Highlands hat
"Mockingbird" singer Foxx
Have a bite
Less arduous
Rodeo cowboy Larry
Designer Cassini
Toy block maker
Not kosher
Gannet goose
Finds buyers beforehand
Hops kiln
Caesar's accusation
45 Declaim loudly
Social affairs
50 Backyard belvedere
Sell
52 Brilliant success
Military group
53 Vaqueros lasso
Hilo hello
Benefactor
54 Excavations
55 Ringlike earring
When actors enter
56 Regarding
Shower hanger
57 Add to staff
Carroll's girl
58 Droll fellows
Seaside golf course
59 Organic compound
Lamprey hunter
60 Alaska's first goverBattery part
nor
Thicket of trees
Wagering site in NYC 61 Optimistic
65 Census category
PGA prop
Intensify
Listening devices

Asian palm
Guitarist Paul
Concur
Exist
Genetic material, briefly
Two doctors
New Rochelle school
Climbing vine
Freudian subjects
Legal wrong
Shop talk
Foundation
"Pursuit of the Graf _"
Magnetic flux unit
Cameo stone
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the

end of training camp by the

1432 E. Wooiler, BG

Browns and was claimed by

(419) 352-4663

Dallas, where he appeared in

delivery available -

two games before being waived
Nov. 7. lie played in lour games

for the Browns last year,

Hours: Him - 9pm Monday Saturday
Delivery 11am-9pn Monday - Saturdiy

PASTA & SUBS

-■ersonals

Wanted

Help Wanted

For Rent

For Rent

419-372-6977

CAMPUS POLLVEYES
BY POPULAR DEMAND
SPAGHETTI S LASAGNA

Summer 2007 Income Opportunity.
Aqua Pro student franchises. Residential power washing business. Nel
$1200 per week. May be used lor internship credit. 866-275-2782.

1 bdrm. house on 7th St. Flex.
lease
No util. Avail. Jan. 1st $420 monlh.
419-287-4337.

Grad students & mature undergrads
1 bdrm. apt. Close to campus. Avail.
Dec. More info call Gary 352-5414.

llu' BG New* will not knowingly
its ihat dlacrim
in.He m encourage discrimination
■gainst an) individual or K",III' on
it race, sex, col
religion, national origin sexual
orientation, disability, status as .,
veteran, <»t on thebasisol
itected status.

2 br duplex Private Parking &
Patio,
Clean. Quiet. Close.
$540'mo . ulil. 419-352-1104.

The BG News
Classified Ads

352-9638

Wanted
A tree months rent Sublease' wanted lor Spring Semester. 2 bedroom
house. $220'mo -.ulil. 419-409-1763

#1 Swing Break Website! Low prices guaranteed. Group discounts
lor
6.. Book 20 people, get 3 tree trips'
www.SpringBre;ikDiscQun!s.com
or 800-838-8202.

Holiday
*

defensive lineman J'Vonne
Parker, signed offensive lineman Hob Smith from the practice squad and signed defensive lineman Akin Smith to
the practice squad.

flux because of injuries and pet
I le made 62 starts over the past

ACROSS

brought attention to the football

when I got here, we spent the

CLEVEI WD [AP] - Browns

1
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the way our players behaved off

after winning two Division II

Ins new players.

*»*#

brought to you by

We changed the academics and

before

the field."

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

Catering

$$$

Call Jen 419-344-0772
Lg. 2 br. Furn Townhouse.
Spiral Stairs. Waulted Ceilings.
Garage. DWash. AC 419-352-1104

Management Inc.

Renting for
2007/2008
Starting First Week of
November
Call 353-5800 or
Visit Us Online at
www.meccabg.com

1 & 2 bdrm Apis, or 3 bdrm Twnh.
Dishwasher & Garbage Disposal
Waiher & Dryers (in 2/3 bdrm)
Air Conditioning
Carports & BGSU Bus Shuttle
'Ask aboul internet discount

U«r m/Jei' Cj£ "><- maJ
■ M\VH.nirmikr.com

1 \il 13*1 Corn IT

HI 1 PKIVI
of I-"5 and Kt if 34

AM. STAIHI/M SKATING

Help Wanted

'BARTENDING! up to $300.day No
exp. necessary. Training provided
Call 800-965-6520 exl 174.
Uraku Japanese Restaurant
Now hiring servers and cooks.
419-352-7070

Construction Sales. Fortune 200
company seeking sales professional
Competitive compensation. Background in construction a plus. Paid
vacation, holidays 401K benefits &
more. Dec. grads welcome. Apply
by sending resume to Gale Industries. 25581 Forl Meigs Rd . Suite A
Perrysburg OH 43551.

Established Public Relations firm
seeks lo lill ENTRY LEVEL position
Qualified candidates will have interest in PR'Communications and be
self-starter. Duties will include registering people to vote lor. or against,
stale alcohol sales issue. $l0'hr. in
eludes additional performance bonus Call 866-666-6995.
Nanny w; child care exp. needed to
care lor 2 girls ( 2 1 2 yrs. * 5 yrs.)
in our BG home 2 to 3 days a week.
10am-4pm. $8.00-$9.00 hr. Good
rets . reliable car & child care exp.
req 419-353-5363
Part-time childcare needed in our
Perrysburg home, for infant and toddler Tues.Fri. 7:30-5:30, experience & references required. Call
419-810-0019.
Yoko Japanese Restaurant
Now hiring servers hostshostesses
419-893-2290
465 W Dussel Dr. Maumee.
Located in Suflolk Square.

SPRING BREAK
HillsdaleApts.

i/Ar- /2 42:5-414

Subleaser wanted lor Spr S or Smr
semesters. 5 bdrm. house, across
Irom campus $290 mo Call 419303-8793

Childcare needed in our Perrysburg
home. 3 weekdays. 8am-5pm. email
m childcare@hotmail.com

1082 Fairview Ave.

I!. -i • -.:] '- V-...I

Earn $800-53200 a month lo drive
brand new cars with ads placed
on them. www.AdCarKey.com

I need Sat. graduation tickets

1419 353 2277 J

?**.ii.nn * n *1

4 BR. HOUSES
ON WOOSTER ST.
419-3521104.

FindlayPikeApts.
11M13 FindlayPk Portage, OH
Large? & 3 bdrm Apts.

Copper Beech Town Homes. Single
unit apl. looking for 1 sublsr. ASAP
or looking lor Spr. Sem. Fully furn.
spacious kit., brand new appliances,
VWD. A/C. central heal, breaklasl
bar. hi-spd. cable & internet incld. in
rent. $650 mo. 216-538-0061.
dansolo@bgsu edu
$465 per mo.. 1 bdrm. eflic. Ulil. incl
Close to campus & downtown. Avail.
Jan 1.2007.740-334-1720.

Only Moments from B.G.!

House avail, immed. 3 bdrm.. 2 bathcentral air, washer/dryer hook-up.
fenced in yard. Call 419-494-9509.

07 - 08 School Year
1.2 & 3 bedroom apts. available.
For more info call 419-354-9740.

Large 2 bdrm. W.'D. 1st lloor duplex.
8th St. $595 mo. Campus shuttle
close. 419-352-8872.

07 - 08 School Year
Listings available cartyrentals.com
or 316 E. Merry »3

Lrg. 1 bdrm apl 234 1,2 S College
1 1 '2 block from campus. $360 per
month, spring thru summer.Call 978273-2243.

1 roommale needed. Spring & Summer semesters $200 mo./neg.
Close to campus. 740-407-8456.

One room efficiency with balh.
private entrance. Available now.

1 subleaser needed for Spring
2007. Heinz Site. $262 per mo. Call
740-361-1670 lor more inlormalion.

Roommates Needed,
$300

2 bdrm apt. on 4th Street
$490 a monlh . ulil. Avail. Jan. 07.
419-409-1110 or 419-352-4456
2 bdrm. furnished apt. w/ gas fireplace. Located next to water tower
on Manville Ave 352-5239.

INFORMATION
800-488-8828

www.sandpiperbeacon.com

FREE SPRING BREAK
MODEL SEARCH
CALENDAR'
„ili 1000 mitvAiioN*.
•VAHO IOI

3 & 4 bedroom houses lo rent
Close to campus 8 downlown'
419-308-2456
5 room house lor rent.
Available immediately
419-352 8602.
Apts & Houses 07 -08
419-353-8206
www.fiterentals.com
Female Subleaser Needed
Close to Campus
(419)310-3211 lor details

WOOD COUNTY WEDNESDAY
PRESENTED BY

I' '
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•UtaKW^«i

7 00940
7:30950

Evergreen Apts.

7:40 10 00

215E.Po«Rd.

LET'S GO TO PRISON trtl

TENACIOUS D IN THE PICK OF DESIINYlHI
7 209.50
• CASINO ROYALElPfi-lJI
HAPPT FEET (PCI

Efficiencies

7008009:50

Laundry on Site

715 7 45 9.40 10:10

BGSU 8us Route

STRANGER THAN FICTI0NITC-1317 40 10:00
BORA I i!

Large 1 or 2 Bedroom

Only 15 minute walk to campus!

All Wood County Residents get in for ONLY $5 at the gate!
i—r
MM

BGSU WOMEN'S BASKETBALL

US.0AKLAN

7 20 9:35

423-a«»

Simply styling..our 1 bdrm. apts.
have lots ol style for a price that is
simply pertect1 Special pricing avail.,
hurry in. this is a limited time ofler.
Charing Cross 419-352-0590
Two-3 bdm. houses. Close lo BGSU
Otf-street parking. W/D. AC. One-3
bdrm. apt. w/ W'D. otf-street parking
Close to BGSU. One-2 bdrm. apl
oil street pkg Close lo BGSU. All
avail. Aug. 15, 2007. 419-352-4773
419-265-1061 (cell).
Houses; Apts lor 0708 school year
12 month leases only
S. Smith Contracting, LLC
419-352-8917 - 532 Manville Ave
Olliceopen 10 -2M - F
www.boananmenis mm

1-2-3 Bedroom Apartments

From Only $485!
On selected floor plans
• Ground floor ranch
• Private entrance
• Spacious kitchen
• Pets welcome!

:

REE HEAT

Management Inc.

Stop by the Office
7 15920
FLICKA PG,
THE PRESTIGE (PS-Ill
7.009:30
7 00920
THE GRUDGE 2 IPO-IS)
7 00920
MAN0F1HE VEARiPG-13,
EMPLOYEE OF THE MONTH|PG-I3)7:109:20
TEXAS CHAINSAW MASSACRE: THE
BEGINNING ifll
7 20930

Semesler Leases Available
Call lor details
BG Village. 419-352-6335

• Palio

THE SANIA CLAUSE 3: THE ESCAPE CLAUSElOl
7.45 10:00

W„,M,f O

419-353-5100.
Rooms in house. Close to campus.
Leases llexible. All the amenities.
Call 419-353-9696 lor more into.

WOOD COUNTY
HOSPITAL

2 Day Advance Ticket Sales
DECK THE HALLS TO.

419-352-8602.

Quiet tenants preferred

!>..<-< I. * or MMKll |tr..„|>-.
Call for i,,r,.r>nuli,M>

DEJA VUiPG-131

HOLIDAY SPECIALI
1 2 Off Firsl Month's RentIvywood Apanmenls
419-352-7691 EHO
'some restrictions apply

" Lg. 1 bedrm. apt., also rooms
Avail. Now &,or 1st ol year -t 2
bdrm1'V07. 07-08 S.Y. 8, all listings 24/7 @ carlyrentals.com or call
353-0325

Efficiency Garage (or 1 Vehicle
Starting at $475/mo. ♦ Utilities

Highland Management
1 S 2 bedroom
Lease lor 07' ■ 08' School Year
Office Hours 9-2pm M-F
Senior. Graduate Housing
419-354-6036
www.bghighlandmgmt com

at 1045 N. Main St. or
Check Us Out at
www.meccabg.com
for full listing,
prices, & pictures!

TONIG
ANDERSON ARENA
SO TICKET

B6SUFALC0NS.COM

N

rr

t

VARSITY SQUARE
apartments
419-353-7715 l£*

